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Abstract 
 

This thesis presents several techniques focussed on improving characterisation, 

estimation and optimization of various factors associated with future power system 

strength and stability, that are markedly changing as the transition to renewable 

energy-dominated power systems continues. Changing systems strength in 

transmission and distribution networks are presenting unique regional challenges 

limiting the integration of low carbon technologies due to various constraints imposed 

on the network. These include fault level headroom constraints in MV distribution 

networks and steady state stability limits in transmission networks during periods of 

high power transfer. 

Specifically, a perturbation-coefficient based recursive least square (RLS) passive 

fault current estimation method, impedance matching bus-based and line-based static 

stability indices and voltage stability-constrained optimal power flow (VSCOPF) 

models are presented to facilitate enhanced system performance in future low-

inertia/strength power systems. Alternative to model-based strategies for conducting 

short circuit studies, measurement based short circuit monitoring has presented 

effective means to facilitate active fault level management functions and support 

flexible distributed generation connections in MV distribution networks. The 

application of passive and active fault level estimation is presenting alternative means 

to support embedded generation connections in fault level constrained regions. This 

research therefore proposes a perturbation coefficient-based technique for passive 

short circuit estimation utilising RLS based methodologies. This improves existing 

OLS processes in fault current estimation as parameter estimates are continuously 

updated via gain vectors with the sum of square of errors recursively minimised with 

additional load perturbation events identified. Enhancements in the accuracy of the 

proposed estimation method are demonstrated utilizing extensive simulation-based 

studies relative to conventional estimation methods. 

Declining system strength presents several challenges in monitoring and managing 

future networks with increased risks of classical voltage instability in weak networks 



identified as an emerging challenge. Novel static line-based and bus-based voltage 

stability indices are developed based on the ratio of load current flowing in a line to 

the expected fault current flowing in the line and are based on impedance matching 

concepts during maximum power transfer. The proposed approach models shunt 

branch parameters, which have been historically neglected in two-bus equivalents and 

hence illustrate enhanced performance during stressed system conditions. Simulation-

based studies on multiple test networks have demonstrated improved detection 

capability of the developed stability indicator against several bespoke static line 

stability assessment methods. Index characterization considering solid state 

transformer (SST), constant voltage and constant power factor DG models are also 

presented to illustrate stability performance in future system conditions. 

The developed line index is incorporated into existing optimisation procedures for 

optimal generation dispatch with the inclusion of voltage stability criteria via voltage 

stability-constrained optimal power flow (VSCOPF). The proposed VSCOPF models 

incorporate the novel line stability indicator as part of an objective function in a multi-

objective OPF formulation and as an inequality constraint. The proposed VSCOPF 

solution procedures demonstrate enhanced capability in increasing critical loadability, 

improved voltage performance, enhanced active/reactive generation dispatch and 

reduction in system losses relative to existing methods via simplified and robust 

calculation of proximity to collapse using static analysis techniques. 
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1 
 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Research context and motivation 

With the increasing uptake of renewable-based generation, integrated via power 

electronics converters, to meet global climate change targets and support the net zero 

transition as part of the growing global green economy, several decarbonization 

pathways, policies and proposals for reduction of emissions within each sector have 

been developed in GB [1]. Several challenges have been identified by system 

operators, regulators, equipment manufacturers and research institutions. These 

challenges include maximising renewable integration, and being able to plan, model, 

operate, control and protect future systems, which behave very differently from 

conventional, synchronous generation-dominated systems. Growing penetrations of 

low carbon technologies (LCT) – specifically the electrification of transport and heat, 

and possible integration of large-scale and smaller distributed storage (and 

technologies such as vehicle-to-grid), and proliferation of large-scale renewables (e.g. 

large wind farms) and smaller-scale distributed energy resources (DER), have and will 

continue to significantly change system behaviour, and these changes are expected to 

increase in the future. There is also the expectation that future energy systems, while 

being underpinned by electricity, may contain multiple energy vectors (e.g. green 

hydrogen) and interfaces between vectors, and this will also act to change electrical 

system performance and dynamics.  

Reducing system strength and short circuit levels [2-4], for example, have presented 

unique challenges in planning and operating a power network at both transmission and 

distribution level. System strength can be defined as an inherent power system 

characteristic relating the availability of fault current at a given location which relates 

the magnitude of change in voltage following a fault [2]. Increased DER penetration 

in distribution networks have reduced available fault level headroom in fault level 

constrained regions, risking switchgear make and break design limits being exceeded 

[5, 6]. This in turn restricts the uptake of DER without delayed and costly network 

reinforcement and the provision of flexible DER connections and active management 

of distribution fault levels may provide alternative means for accelerated DER 
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deployment. Conventional strategies in fault level management have relied on offline, 

model-based short circuit studies [7] which have a number of limitations [8] due to 

simplifying assumptions inherent in existing IEC [9] and ANSI  standards, leading to, 

in some cases, over-investment in network infrastructure [5]. This has recently led to 

the development and deployment of measurement-based active and passive fault level 

monitoring technologies utilised to facilitate active fault level management functions 

to support increasing DER penetration in distribution networks [5,6]. Conversely, 

transmission systems have seen an overall decline in regional short circuit levels (see 

figures 1.1 and 1.2) [10] increasing risks of system instability, protection maloperation 

and subsynchronous oscillations due to the weak nature of the interconnected network 

[3]. Several stability challenges in relation to weak, low system strength systems have 

been observed and reported in the literature by network operators [3, 11]. Classical 

steady-state voltage instability during small load disturbances occurs when an increase 

in system loading causes a net reduction at the active power gained at a bus and a 

critical stability condition is reached. This has become of increasing concern with 

higher renewable integration due to the higher voltage sensitivity to active and reactive 

power changes seen across weak networks during periods of high-power transfer [3]. 

Methods to monitor and manage short circuit level issues in transmission and 

distribution systems can therefore support the increased uptake and management of 

DER resources and is hence the focus of this thesis. 

 

Figure 1.1 Forecasted decline in national short circuit levels between 2019-2030 [10] 
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Figure 1.2  Regional changes in short circuit levels between 2020-2030 [10] 

Bonneville Power Administration in the USA has encountered steady-state instability 

conditions [3] due to high penetration of wind power parks connecting long 

transmission lines where high sensitivities (
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑃
 and 

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑄
) have been observed leading to 

voltage collapse following wind ramp ups due to high equivalent system impedances 

seen at the collapse point (weak radial network condition). National grid ESO has 

identified voltage instability issues in the south east of England [11] under certain 

contingencies (double circuit faults) which result in high power transfers, and exports 

in long transmission corridors needing to be capped, to avoid system voltage collapse 

and has identified 59 sites which may encounter weak network conditions due to low 

availability of reactive power demand [11]. Figure 1.3 illustrates for a double circuit 

fault between Kemsley, Canterbury and Cleve Hill the System Security and Quality of 

Supply Standard (SQSS) limit may be reached during high power export periods [11] 

in the 400 kV system (e.g. winter peak demand periods), which requires additional 

voltage support via reactive power service provision to maintain dynamic voltage 

stability. 
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Figure 1.3 Voltage stability risks in South East England transmission network for a 

double circuit fault during high power export periods 

This research focuses on the development of methods and tools to monitor system 

short circuit levels and steady-state voltage instability to facilitate online management 

of system strength in transmission and distribution systems via preventive control 

action. The inherent natural variation and perturbation of system load creates unique 

voltage and current signatures that can be utilised to passively monitor system fault 

levels during unfaulted, steady-state conditions. The application of static voltage 

stability indices[12] can also be utilised to identify critical lines and weak buses in a 

network in addition to available stability margins using steady-state RMS based 

methodologies [12]. Relative to time consuming dynamic time domain simulations, 

stability indices provide efficient means to perform static voltage stability assessment 

using algebraic methods. This research also investigates the application of line-based 

stability indices for the provision of optimisation solutions to maximize distance to 

collapse and critical loadability during maximum power transfer conditions via voltage 

stability-constrained optimal power flow (VSCOPF). Based on the aforementioned 

issues the main challenges addressed in this thesis include: 

• Shortcomings and inefficiencies inherent in existing passive fault current 

estimation methods, which limit application in online fault level management 

functions can be enhanced through effective parameter estimation 
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methodologies. Improved modelling of downstream load perturbation events 

can further improve estimation performance relative to existing techniques. 

• Limited concepts adopted for deriving line-based stability indices, which have 

predominantly relied on modelling two-bus network equivalents [13] may be 

expanded through alternative concepts for index development. Impedance 

matching theory can further provide alternative and improved means of 

deriving line-based stability indices as they have been predominantly utilised 

in bus-based index methods. 

• Two-bus equivalent models utilised for development of stability indices have 

historically neglected shunt branch admittances [13-15], which may 

compromise accuracy of calculated indices. Development of indices 

accounting for shunt susceptance parameters (𝜋 models) may further improve 

performance and accuracy of existing index-based methods. 

• Provision of flexibility in expressing stability indices as both line and bus-

based indices can enhance monitoring capability as the voltage stability 

condition of both lines and buses can be evaluated utilising an improved index 

formulation. 

• Improved performance of index-based VSCOPF solution procedures and 

dispatch can be achieved through improved modelling of stability indices 

through incorporation of full 𝜋 transmission line models during index 

evaluation (accounting for shunt susceptance parameters). 

 

1.2 Research contributions 

 

A brief summary of the novel contributions made in this thesis is outlined below: 

• A resistance and reactance based recursive least square fault level estimator 

based on a perturbation-coefficient technique is presented for passive upstream 

short circuit current measurement based on measurements of voltage phasors 

and active power before and after a downstream load perturbation 

• Static line and bus based voltage stability indices utilizing impedance matching 

two bus equivalent including both series branch and shunt susceptance 
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parameters. The developed line current index (LCI) based on the ratio of the 

load current flowing in a line to the expected prevailing fault current flowing 

in the same line (for a fault at the receiving end bus) is reformulated to an 

equivalent bus current index (BCI) method and can therefore identify both 

critical lines and weak buses. 

 

• Voltage stability constrained optimal power flow solution procedures 

incorporating the improved static line index as a constrained-based and 

multiobjective formulation for redispatch of system generation (synchronous) 

and the provision of control setpoints for enhanced stability margin capability 

and critical loadability during stressed system conditions. 

 

1.3 Published Conference Papers 

• Ahmed, M., Booth, C. and Coffele, F. (2018), Performance of fault-level 

estimation functions in future distribution networks. The Journal of 

Engineering, 2018: 978-981.   

 

1.4 Thesis overview 

Chapter 2 Provides an overview of existing methods, standards and limitations to fault 

level management via model-based methodologies adopted by DNOs and the 

emergence of measurement-based fault level monitoring technology as an alternative 

for enhanced management. A critical review of existing short circuit impedance 

methods and identified short comings will also be summarised. Steady state voltage 

stability assessment methods and techniques will be covered with an emphasis on 

limitations of index-based concepts and techniques outlined. Review of existing 

VSCOPF methodologies and identified gaps in the literature will be summarised with 

a focus on index based VSCOPF methods. 

Chapter 3 Based on the identified short comings and objectives outlined in the 

previous chapter, the development of a perturbation coefficient recursive least square 

short circuit estimation method is presented utilising resistance and reactance based 
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RLS estimators. The developed short circuit impedance method assumes a 

downstream perturbation is modelled as an active power increment at a bus which 

neglects active power loss due to system voltage drops. The developed approach is 

evaluated using several test scenarios and test networks with summary and discussion 

of the main findings addressed. 

Chapter 4 A line-based and bus-based voltage stability index method based on 

impedance matching concepts and a two-bus 𝜋 transmission line model equivalent is 

presented with the technique validated against several test networks and performance 

compared against multiple existing line stability indices. The developed technique is 

based on the ratio of the load current flowing in a line to the expected prevailing fault 

current flowing in the same line considering shunt susceptance parameters. Simplified, 

steady-state constant power factor, constant voltage DG models and SST power flow 

models are incorporated to evaluate the impact on index performance. 

Chapter 5 Multi-objective and constrained-based voltage stability-constrained OPF 

models are presented based on the previously developed line current index with 

performance evaluated against existing line index-based VSCOPF methods using 

several test network scenarios during stressed network conditions. Recommendations 

for extending and enhancing the performance of the developed VSCOPF are 

summarised including the incorporation of emerging reactive power injection models 

in the OPF for coordinated and economic system redispatch. 

Chapter 6 Concludes by summarising the main research contributions and potential 

areas that require future work. Expanding the developed short circuit impedance 

methods for dynamic voltage stability monitoring, the application of active fault 

current level estimation and the incorporation of emerging reactive power injection 

models in VSCOPF will also be outlined for additional development and advancement 

of technology readiness levels of the developed techniques. 
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2. Literature review  
 

This chapter reviews fundamental concepts and emerging practice of fault level 

management and monitoring and shows how the contributions made in this research 

and reported in this thesis address some of the future work requirements and identified 

shortcomings or areas for improvement in the reviewed concepts and literature. 

Limitations of existing offline short circuit study methodologies and standards will be 

discussed. Emerging fault management techniques and technologies will also be 

examined. Focus is attributed to topics associated with enhancing fault level 

management practice via fault level measurement and estimation.  

This chapter also examines fundamentals of voltage stability analysis in the context of 

low system strength systems and identifies indexed-based methods as effective tools 

for static voltage stability monitoring. Focus on limitations of offline based tools in 

mitigating low system strength issues will be highlighted with index-based stability 

monitoring, one of the main contributions of this work, identified as a viable solution 

for online applications. This will be used as a springboard for the development of a 

static line-based index for steady-state stability monitoring in the context of weak 

networks where a line-based and bus-based stability index considering shunt 

susceptance parameters is later presented in this work.  

Emerging activities in mitigating voltage stability in low system strength systems will 

be addressed with optimisation methods identified as a potential measure for system 

stability enhancement. Based on the developed static line stability index, voltage 

stability-constrained optimal power flow models are also presented in this research in 

latter chapters of this thesis. Section 2.1 reviews fundamentals of short circuit 

calculation methods and its short comings in model-based fault level management. 

Distribution network fault level monitoring methodologies and applications are 

introduced in sections 2.2 and 2.3 with a critical assessment of existing methods 

addressed. A review of fundamental concepts associated with steady-state voltage 

stability assessment and mitigation of low system strength systems are addressed in 

sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively with short comings and limitations of existing index-
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based methods discussed. A review of index-based and Jacobian-based VSCOPF 

methods will also be addressed. 

A summary of the main research gaps identified in this chapter include limitations in 

existing parameter estimation methods for passive short circuit current estimation 

which have predominantly relied on ordinary least square methodologies. Short 

comings in modelling two bus equivalent static line indices which have historically 

neglected shunt susceptance parameters may further limit the accuracy of static 

stability monitoring capability. Limited concepts in deriving static line indices can be 

expanded through adoption of impedance matching theory for line index development. 

Improving the efficiency and performance of VSCOPF methods through adoption of 

simplified static based algebraic models of stability indices accounting for both series 

and shunt branch parameters for index evaluation. 

2.1 Review of short circuit calculation methods 

 

2.1.1 Voltage source method 

The IEC60609 standard [9] outlines the procedures for calculating short circuit 

currents in three phase 50 Hz and 60 Hz systems through the voltage source method 

[8, 16]. In this approach an equivalent voltage source is introduced at the fault point. 

This voltage source is regarded as an ideal source applied at the fault location in the 

positive sequence domain and is the only active source in the system (all other sources 

short circuited). To account for network operating conditions[5, 8] including load 

flows, pre-fault voltages, transformer tap changers, etc., a c-factor multiplier is 

introduced to account for system voltage variations. Impedance correction terms are 

also introduced for transformers and synchronous generators based on statistical data 

and operating practice. The fault current is comprised of a symmetrical (periodic) and 

decaying (DC) component. With multiple sources of fault current injection, the total 

fault current is regarded as the vector sum of all sources in the network[8]. 
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2.1.2 Superposition (complete) method 

 

Relative to the voltage source method, the complete method [17] based on the ANSI 

standard accounts for system operating conditions through the application of a load 

flow to determine pre fault voltages. In weak network conditions it is assumed system 

load current is in close proximity to the fault current magnitude and is therefore also 

added to the fault current contribution (by superposition). This methodology reflects 

the true or operational fault currents without the simplified assumptions for short 

circuit calculation. 

2.1.3 Limitations of offline model-based techniques 

Sources of error in the IEC60609 standard [9] for example include the voltage c factor 

multiplier  [7] to account for variations in system voltage and factor the influence of 

consumer load data, variation of inverter-based DG fault contribution with actual 

output levels, etc. There are factors not available to modellers which impact fault level 

studies [3] including the accuracy of models (EMT and RMS) which are dependent on 

both network measurements, impedance parameters, manufacturer data, etc. 

Distribution fault level infeed are also influenced by load fault level infeed, operational 

running arrangements, generation mix and technologies[7, 18] where not all 

information is readily available in real-time. Network models therefore do not readily 

provide a real-time representation of network fault levels which makes it more difficult 

to provide additional fault level headroom to facilitate increased low carbon DG 

penetration without costly reinforcement measures in constrained regions. Increased 

DG capacity connections therefore risk switchgear make and break limits and short 

circuit withstand capability being exceeded. Offline model-based methodologies for 

short circuit studies often result in conservative design limits being set, resulting in 

higher capital costs for plant installations [5]. There is therefore an increasing need for 

the development of measurement-based approaches [18, 19] to better reflect actual 

fault current levels and support active fault level management decisions and facilitate 

flexible DG connections through fault level monitoring. This can be achieved through 

active and passive methods where system perturbations are monitored and evaluated 

to obtain fault level measurements. This is further discussed in section 2.3. 
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Limitations in RMS and EMT based short circuit studies have been identified in 

mitigating low system strength issues including system stability, control interactions 

and converter instability. The application of RMS based fault studies are effectively 

positive sequence based which neglect DC, negative and zero sequence components 

[3]. Simulation programs also have large simulation time steps and may neglect 

responses from fast control loops and PLL controllers that are key drivers of instability 

modes in weak systems. The use of EMT programs utilise simplified generator models 

(neglecting dynamics of stator flux) which may lead to failure in detecting oscillations 

beyond 5 Hz [3] and other phenomena during weak system conditions. Close 

coordination between manufacturers and system operators may therefore be required 

to supply appropriate EMT models for stability and short circuit studies in converter 

dominated networks and improve network and IBG performance during low system 

strength conditions. Alternative to model-based strategies and associated 

shortcomings, online measurement-based enabled applications provide alternative 

means to address and circumvent high and low system strength challenges[18]. Short 

circuit current monitoring via estimation can therefore provide an effective tool in 

improving system operational challenges including fault level headroom bottlenecks 

and converter stability assessment in weak systems utilising measurement-based 

equivalent impedance methods. In this work, recursive least square methodologies are 

adopted to enhance existing ordinary least square passive fault current estimation 

approaches as parameter estimates are recursively updated with new perturbation 

events identified and will be discussed in latter sections of this thesis. 

2.2 Review of fundamentals of measurement-based fault 

level estimation  

 

2.2.1 Passive methods 

Fault level measurement involves short circuit impedance estimation following small 

downstream load changes that initiate changes in voltage and current, from which an 

estimate of the source impedance (coupled with other known system impedances) can 

be derived to estimate fault levels – weaker systems will generally be more perturbed 

(in terms of relative changes in system voltage) in response to a change in load. At a 
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given monitoring location, reducing the system to a Thevenin equivalent allows direct 

estimation of system Thevenin or short circuit impedance and prospective fault current 

levels [20, 21]. With measurements of voltage and current obtained before and after a 

load change with subscripts taken as 1 (before load change) and 2 (after load change) 

respectively, the following equation applies: 

 
𝑍𝑠𝑐 =

𝑈2
̅̅ ̅ − 𝑈1

̅̅ ̅

𝐼2̅ − 𝐼1̅
 

 

(2.1) 

Where �̅� = 𝑈𝑅𝑒 + 𝑗𝑈𝐼𝑚 and 𝐼 ̅ = 𝐼𝑅𝑒 + 𝑗𝐼𝐼𝑚 are the measured complex voltage and 

current phasors respectively. Sources of measurement errors include measurement 

drift as a result of fundamental frequency variation, where time synchronisation is 

frequently utilised to compensate for phase angle shift. 

Several disturbances occurring over a period of time are typically detected (<0.5% 

voltage change [18, 22]) and stored for accurate fault level estimation through 

statistical processing of measurements. This includes the use of frequency distributions 

[20] and ordinary least squares [19]. Passive approaches require continuous 

monitoring and collection of multiple load events prior to estimation and may be 

limited to offline applications. Without the need to introduce external equipment for 

active disturbance provision, passive methods provide cost effective solutions for 

several applications including network model validation, remote monitoring in poorly 

instrumented regions, grid code (G59) compliance [7], etc. 

 

Figure 2.1 Fault level monitor connection schematic in a distribution substation [23] 
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An illustration of a fault level monitoring device connection is shown in figure 2.1. In 

this arrangement, the FLM directly interfaces with secondary substation monitoring 

systems with access to the primary instrumentation measurements (CTs and VTs). The 

Outram ranger component provides fault level estimation results for three phase 

systems in radial and interconnected sections of the network [23]..The FLM is 

connected to the secondary distribution transformer in a radial section of the network. 

A downstream change in load would initiate changes in current and subsequently 

voltage, providing upstream fault level information [23] through source impedance 

estimation (from equation 2.1). The FLM is required to distinguish between upstream 

and downstream disturbance sources in order to obtain the correct voltage and current 

signatures to perform estimation.  

 

An application of FLM used to initiate fault level mitigation techniques is shown in 

figure 2.2 [24] with interface achieved through the automatic distribution management 

system (ADMS). This tool [24], integrated at the network management system (NMS) 

level, monitors network fault levels to check circuit breaker capacity (headroom) 

against actual network conditions in order to enable/disable mitigation functions (Is-

limiters, adaptive protection, fault current limiting). If monitored fault level is 

identified as exceeding circuit breaker switchgear fault level rating, the NMS sends a 

signal to the control room management system (CRMS) to enable a fault level 

mitigation measure via an Inter-control Centre Communication Protocol (ICCP) link. 

Figure 2.2 Active fault level management scheme via real-time FLM [24] 
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Substation RTUs process control and status signals between on-site mitigation 

equipment and the ADMS in addition to CB switch status of monitored sites in the 

network model. This arrangement may be limited to active management applications 

to enable mitigation functions which may be costly for passive monitoring as no real-

time mitigation strategies (fault current limiting, adaptive protection) can adopted. 

This may be suitable for MV applications as the introduction of active disturbances at 

HV may require additional power quality mitigation actions and resources to reduce 

impact on power quality. Discussion of the various fault level mitigation techniques 

will also be covered in the next section to summarise applications of short circuit 

monitoring in the context of fault level management of distribution networks under 

high DER penetration. 

2.2.2 Active methods 

In order to provide real-time fault level measurements [5], as opposed to 

aforementioned methods that rely on building up an estimate over time through 

analyses of several load changes and the subsequent system response in terms of 

voltage levels, the introduction of controlled external disturbances can achieve the 

desired functionality. Recent efforts utilise pulse closing technology [25] (see figure 

2.3) and inductive load banks [26] for active disturbance provision. In the arrangement 

shown [5], a transient line to line fault is switched on to the network to generate the 

desired active disturbance via the pulse closer. Point on wave switching is utilised to 

minimise the impact of fault current magnitude on power quality by controlling the 

instant in which the fault is switched on to the network. Active FLM therefore facilitate 

real-time monitoring and visibility of network fault levels and support active fault level 

headroom management enabling flexible DG connections. Active methods therefore 

provide means to cost effectively increase renewable penetration without delayed 

network reinforcement and installation of fault current limiting devices as available 

headroom is monitored in real-time. A shortcoming of this approach however is the 

additional cost of equipment installation which may increase at higher voltage levels 

in addition to the introduction of power quality issues. Wide area monitoring of fault 

levels [26] using active methods also increase cost of infrastructure deployment and 

integration with existing systems. 
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2.2.3 Review of existing passive and active short circuit current 

measurement methods 

 

An approach in [20] developed in 2003 proposes a portable PC-based instrument to 

derive phasor information from samples of voltage and current and extracts the 

complex fundamental components to estimate the equivalent short circuit impedance. 

Measurements are acquired at each cycle at a sampling rate of 1.6 kHz (32 

measurements per cycle) and the equivalent Thevenin source impedance is obtained 

from the ratio of the difference in voltage and current (see figure 2.4). The approach 

makes use of a 12-bit, 8 channel ADC board where first harmonic components are 

calculated and sent to disk for post processing (in MATLAB) using DOS 

programming. Multiple case studies are investigated at various voltage levels 

including a 132 kV transformer feeding a rolling mill, a 400 kV AC/DC converter 

station where a 113 MVAr filter is switched to initiate a downstream perturbation and 

a 230V socket connecting a laser printer. A 5-minute measurement period is utilised 

Figure 2.3 Active disturbance provision utilising pulse closing and point on 

wave switching [5] 
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for the 132 kV and 230 V switching events with histograms used to extrapolate 

impedances whilst manual analysis of one-off events is employed for the 400kV 

perturbations. The approach makes use of a time synchronisation algorithm to deal 

with time varying frequency and associated phase errors introduced. The accuracy of 

the method strongly relies on accurate estimation of the changes in voltage phasors 

which are a function of both amplitude and phase angle. To overcome potential errors, 

time synchronisation is utilised for improved precision in obtaining phase angle 

differences between disturbances assuming slowly-varying system frequencies. With 

increased penetration of inverter interfaced generation, overall system inertia is seen 

to decline. The intermittency of renewable sources further exacerbates the assumption 

of slow varying grid frequencies following disturbances and high inaccuracies may be 

introduced during steady-state perturbation measurements. The performance of the 

time synchronisation mechanism may therefore be compromised in low inertia 

systems due to increased system frequency variability and higher ROCOFs which may 

impact estimation performance. The method also relies on statistical analysis of 

frequency distributions using histograms to reliably obtain numeric estimates of the 

short circuit impedance. This approach requires a large number of events to reliably 

determine an impedance value and relies on one-off estimates for each disturbance to 

quantify system fault levels. With disturbances occurring of various magnitudes, the 

approach is prone to measurement errors and may not reliably identify short circuit 

impedance for a finite number of events. For the 132 kV outlet between 1000-1500 

events are collected, implying  the approach relies on the statistics of multiple events 

due to small changes in system voltage during events [20]. Improvements in the 

statistical estimation processes may therefore be desirable to improve the efficiency 

and performance of the estimation. 

Obtaining Thevenin impedances and equivalent source voltages through estimation of 

covariances of voltage and current following load perturbations was addressed in[21]. 

The approach makes use of power quality monitors to identify the level of voltage 

deterioration for voltage performance enhancement near industrial customer sites (e.g. 

saw mills). The method derives quantities from the Thevenin equivalent model through 

statistical analysis of voltage and current variations over a given time period. This 

includes monitoring the number of occurrences of measured impedances to construct 
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frequency distribution and histograms to reliably determine impedance estimates. This 

may require the collection of a large number of events (e.g 100 events) which may not 

be feasible for all monitoring locations and voltage levels and may only be suitable for 

power quality applications where monitoring interval periods are non-critical. The 

method also requires the occurrence of multiple load events (typically <0.5% voltage 

step) to accurately determine covariances in addition to short circuit impedance 

estimation which may not be reliable for online applications as a relatively large 

number of events are required to be obtained for both estimates. Low inertia networks 

may also introduce high frequency variations during disturbances which may cause 

large phase angle errors which compromise the accuracy of measured voltage changes 

as no time synchronisation is utilised. 

 

Figure 2.4 Simplified power system Thevenin equivalent model 

Recent efforts have aimed to account for downstream distribution connected 

generation fault levels in addition to upstream grid fault contribution. A method in [19] 

proposes an online least squares model to simultaneously quantify both upstream 

Thevenin equivalent and downstream parameters from the equivalent circuit. This 

method assumes downstream generation fault contribution as a function of DG current 

rating and utilises an overcurrent multiplier to account for inverter-based fault current 

infeed. The method also aims to extract useful disturbances through the application of 

fuzzy logic identifiers to determine the confidence level of weighted measured 

disturbances.  

The approach proposes the use of installed PMUs for high precision measurements or 

protection relays to implement the algorithm and therefore no additional monitoring 

infrastructure is required for estimation. A major short coming of this method is that it 
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is passive in nature and therefore cannot be utilised for real-time applications and may 

require additional hardware installed for active disturbance provision. The method 

assumes downstream DG fault contribution is wholly supplied from inverter connected 

DG as the employed overcurrent multiplier assumption as a function of rated current 

does not hold for induction generator and synchronous based sources.  

The method also assumes a constant current representation of the DG source and does 

not consider phase angle of the current required for vector summation of upstream and 

downstream fault level contributors (algebraic summation only). With downstream 

DG fault contribution sourced from multiple generation technologies, fault current as 

a function of DG rating i.e. multiplier concept may not accurately represent 

downstream fault contribution. Load fault infeed is also not accounted for in the 

approach. 

In an effort to address some of the previous short comings, an active, real-time short 

circuit measurement approach is discussed in [26]. This method proposes use of a 

linear regression model to correlate active (inductive load bank switching) and passive 

(natural load perturbations) measurements to predict missing data between naturally 

occurring events. Equivalent Thevenin impedance is quantified using the conventional 

approach and the introduction of an inductive load bank is utilised for controlled active 

disturbance generation for real-time estimation.  

A shortcoming of this approach is that it assumes the availability of passive 

measurements at the 132 kV, 33 kV and 11 kV busbars which requires the fault level 

monitoring be centralised in order to retrieve monitored parameters at various 

measurement locations for estimation. With fault level constrained locations occurring 

at limited areas in the network e.g. high DG capacity installation regions, adoption of 

a centralised methodology may impose high cost of integration with existing 

infrastructure (e.g. substation and NMS communication infrastructure).  

Active disturbance provision costs are a function of the voltage levels which require 

higher equipment ratings for resistive/inductive load bank installation which may not 

be economically feasible. The minute-by-minute switching of banks for active 

disturbance injection may cause power quality problems and introduce voltage 

performance issues particularly in long radial feeders which may impose additional 
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costs for voltage management. The method similar to the previous approaches employs 

statistical analysis methodologies for short circuit estimation but rely on collecting 

several one-off events to construct least square models.  

From the above review [27], it can be deduced that improvements in the efficiency and 

performance of the statistical estimation methods and models may accelerate the 

provision of impedance estimates. Reliance on frequency distributions and ordinary 

least square regression models may be infeasible for passive monitoring in various 

network locations and voltage levels as a large number of events and measurement 

intervals are required for accurate estimates at acceptable confidence levels. Utilisation 

of recursive methodologies may further accelerate and improve upon existing 

estimation processes and is addressed in latter sections of the Thesis. Recursive least 

square modelling may enhance estimation performance as estimates are continuously 

updated via gain vectors and sum of square of errors continuously minimised following 

identified perturbations and measurements. In this regard, a passive recursive least 

square (RLS) estimation approach is proposed in this work for enhanced short circuit 

current measurement utilising a novel perturbation coefficient technique. 

2.3 Review of fault level monitoring enabled mitigation and 

management techniques 

As previously described, fault level monitoring facilitates the application of active 

fault level management functions in real or near real time conditions. This further 

supports flexible DER connections without the immediate need for additional 

infrastructure deployment and reinforcement. This includes network model validation 

in poorly instrumented region [7], network splitting and reconfiguration and adaptive 

protection. A brief outline of fault level monitoring enable management techniques is 

described in the next section 
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2.4.1 Network splitting and reconfiguration 

A common approach to reduce the upstream fault level impact to support flexible DG 

connections is through network reconfiguration [27, 28]. Two network splitting 

arrangements are shown in figures 2.5 and 2.6 [27]. Assuming a fault occurring at the 

transformer incomer, the normally closed bus section circuit breaker can be opened 

thus increasing the upstream impedance path between the upstream grid and fault point 

hence reducing the fault current infeed. 

By splitting the network through opening of EB1, the impedance increases from 5% 

to 10%, reducing the magnitude of the fault current from the 33 kV network. An 

alternative (figure 2.6) arrangement may require the installation of an additional 

breaker (EB2) to transfer the DG and load connection from one bus to another after 

fault clearance (at F3) improving network flexibility and safety. During normal 

operation, breaker EB1 is normally open separating the 11 kV buses and is closed 

following a fault at the transformer incomer. 

Figure 2.5 Network splitting arrangement for upstream fault level reduction 
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2.4.2 Adaptive protection 

Recently-adopted techniques for fault level management make use of fault level 

monitoring and adaptive protection [29, 30] (AP) methodologies. In this approach, the 

network is split through resequencing of circuit breaker switching thus actively 

managing system short circuit capacity in constrained regions. This approach has been 

trialled for both radial and closed ring  

Figure 2.6 Alternative network splitting arrangement through bus sectionalsing 
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network topologies [30]. For a radial network (figure 2.7) the AP operates using a two-

stage arrangement with stage 1 tripping the bus coupler allowing each bus section to 

be supplied by a single transformer reducing upstream fault current. In the event of 

protection failure, a second stage is adopted to trip out the transformer LV breaker 

after 

200ms, thus splitting the transformer parallel connection. In the closed ring 

arrangement (figure 2.8), both the ring feeder and bus coupler breakers are tripped 

splitting the parallel path between the bus sections. Upstream fault infeed is thus 

reduced as each section is supplied by a single transformer. Similar to the radial 

configuration a second stage is adopted in the event of a stage 1 failure to open the 

transformer breakers. Alternative to a real-time fault level input to the AP relay, a CT 

is installed to measure upstream conditions and trips instantaneously if a fault is 

detected based on a pre-set threshold. The AP relay operates in advance of the other 

protection relays with existing relay settings not altered to achieve measurement based 

active fault level management functionality. 

 

 

 Figure 2.7  Two stage adaptive protection scheme for fault level 

management in a radial network 
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2.4.4 Active and passive flux discharging 

A newly developed fault level mitigation technique that aims to reduce downstream 

fault infeed magnitudes and maintain short circuit headroom capacity make use of 

advanced voltage regulation and machine excitation control. This has been considered 

effective in reducing short circuit infeed magnitude of synchronous based DG. The 

approach involves temporary disconnection of a machines excitation system in order 

to reduce the flux linkages (maintained by the excitation voltage) involved in 

supplying fault current thereby reducing the fault contribution of a machine for a 

sustained period. Different methodologies have been trailed in regulating generator 

excitation during a fault for effective fault level management. This involves sudden 

disconnection of the field circuit to reduce the fault current magnitude supplied to the 

system. 

Passive flux discharging (shown in figure 2.9) involves disconnecting the excitation 

system that maintain the flux linkages causing an overall fault current reduction of 9%. 

This involves disconnection of the field winding of the generator following fault 

detection reduce the magnitude of the break current supplied by the unit. The general 

Figure 8  

Figure 2.8 Closed ring adaptive protection scheme for fault level reduction 
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effect of passively disconnecting the generator’s excitation system is to accelerate the 

rate of discharge in the field windings (and hence flux linkage) thereby reducing the 

overall fault contribution. This approach does not reduce the initial peak fault current 

and mainly impact breaking fault current infeed. 

 

Figure 2.9 Passive flux discharging of a synchronous distributed generator 

Similar to the passive flux discharge arrangement, active flux discharging adds an 

additional parallel switch and resistor to accelerate and increase the discharge process 

as illustrated in figure 2.10. The additional branch is switched on fault inception to 

connect a resistance in series with the field winding. This effectively causes a faster 

rate of decay of fault current in the machine. A 25% reduction in breaking fault current 

is achieved however implementation of this scheme is costly and complex as the 

technique cannot be retrofitted and requires alteration of the excitation system design. 
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Figure 2.10 Active flux discharging of a synchronous generator using resistive 

parallel switching 

Active flux discharging generally aim to further reduce the magnitude of the fault 

contribution by introducing a parallel switch and external resistance parallel with the 

field winding in order to further impact the flux decay occurring in the generator during 

the flux discharging process. This involves dissipating the field voltage across the 

resistance which greatly reduces the fault contribution by the generator as the flux 

linkage developed at the windings decay at a much faster rate as a result of the 

dissipation or the drop in the excitation voltage across the generators excitation circuit. 

Tests involved have so far shown an approximate reduction of 25% in the overall break 

current contribution of a synchronous generator which has shown the effectiveness of 

this method in reducing or managing the fault contribution of generators. The main 

disadvantage of this approach is the general need for advanced machine excitation 

which can be regarded as costly and complex and cannot be retrofitted into existing 

systems without altering the excitation system design. Fault level measurement 

enabled mitigation functions (adaptive protection, fault current limiting) may therefore 

be more effective in active management of available headroom relative to flux 

discharging methodologies. 
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2.4 Review of fundamentals of voltage stability assessment 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Voltage stability phenomena can occur as either dynamic or steady-state instability. 

Dynamic voltage stability occurs following system events and disturbances and is 

related to the inability of the system to control and maintain bus voltages within 

permissible limits across the network [31]. Steady state instability arises when gradual 

small disturbances in the network moves the system to a critical operating point where 

the network is unable to sustain a steady-state condition following additional load 

increase[32, 33]. Different analysis methods and tools have been developed to analyse 

static [12, 13, 34-37] and dynamic instability [38-41]. The focus in this thesis is the 

identification and monitoring of steady-state voltage instability using static, index-

based methodologies. 

With increasing complexity in planning and operating weak power networks under 

high penetration of power electronic interfaced generation [3, 4], voltage instability 

conditions are of increasing concern [11] . Low system strength systems and weak 

grids increase the risk of voltage instability due to insufficient available resource to 

maintain the system within a stable steady-state operating envelope. Weak networks 

result in high sensitivity of active and reactive power to changes in voltage magnitude 

which increases the risk of voltage collapse. During periods of high power transfer and 

fewer online synchronous generation, large voltage drops are seen across the network 

as the reactive loss is proportional to the square of the current, lowering system voltage 

and reducing available margins and loadability [3]. 

A number of voltage stability issues have been identified in networks during weak grid 

and high penetration of renewable conditions. The Bonneville power administration 

(BPA) area in the US for example have experienced steady-state instability under high 

wind power park (WPP) penetration. With a WPP (operating in power factor control 

mode) connected to the midpoint of a long 230 kV transmission line, in a relatively 

weak part of the network, high active and reactive power sensitivities were observed 

[3]. During a wind ramp up, the network had experienced voltage collapse with the 

event analysed using classical PV analysis [38]. 
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The southeast of England has seen a significant increase in the penetration of wind and 

solar generation and costs of maintaining transmission voltages in the southeast region 

has been exponentially rising with bulk power transferred to major demand centres. 

The electricity system operator National Grid ESO (Electricity System Operator) has 

identified voltage instability conditions in the event of a double circuit fault in the route 

between Canterbury and Kemsley leaving one radial route to deliver bulk power to 

London and other demand centres [11, 42]. This resulted in the need to limit prefault 

power flows to avoid system voltage collapse, resulting in increased financial 

implications to cap power exports from renewable sources and requiring additional 

reactive resource to remain online (to manage system voltages). The ESO proposes 

utilisation of distribution connected DER capability through a DER reactive power 

service to support emerging weak network constraints. By implementing the proposed 

control solution in 19 voltage zones in the GB transmission system, an overall saving 

of £96m could be achieved by 2050 [11].  

 

The development of voltage stability monitoring and mitigation solutions may 

therefore address emerging weak network issues (e.g. steady-state voltage instability) 

and is the motivation in this work. The next section summarises common voltage 

stability assessment methods and emerging mitigation measures currently being 

adopted by network operators. 

2.4.2 PV and QV curves 

A common approach for static voltage stability assessment [43] is through power-

voltage (PV) analysis. System loading is increased in steps with bus voltages 

monitored at each step until voltage collapse is reached. During low loading 

conditions, the active power gained at the bus (receiving end) dominates over the 

voltage drop to satisfy the active power demand increase. A slow decline in system 

voltage is experienced in this region (see figure 2.11). As system loading is further 

increased, a proportional increase in the magnitude of the voltage drop across the 

system is observed and a faster decline in system voltage occurs [43, 44]. At the critical 

condition, this drop becomes equal in magnitude to the receiving end bus voltage 

(critical voltage) and voltage collapse occurs (knee point of the curve). This satisfies 
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the maximum power or impedance matching condition where system impedance 

equates the load impedance at the studied bus[44, 45]. Various types of reactive 

compensation devices (shunt capacitors, STATCOM, SVCs) can further enhance 

voltage stability performance. This can be illustrated in the PV curve by achieving 

higher knee point values and critical voltages i.e the nose curve is shifted to a higher 

critical loadability position in proportion to the MVAR injection via compensation. 

 

Figure 2.11 Power-voltage (PV) curve 

QV curves study the relation between the reactive power injection and bus voltage and 

is used to determine the maximum reactive load a bus can sustain before system 

voltage collapses. The curve traces what a given bus’s voltage would be as MVAR 

load increases at a given loading margin as shown in figure 2.12 and is useful in 

identifying reactive sensitivities[31, 43]. This tool is also useful in identifying reactive 

injection requirements to avoid voltage instability. 
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Figure 2.12 Determination of reactive power margin requirements using QV curves 

2.4.3 Continuation power flow 

A well-established Jacobian-based voltage stability assessment method is the 

continuous power flow[46, 47,48] approach based on branch tracing methodologies. 

In this approach, the power flow nonlinear equations make use of local 

parameterisation techniques to reformulate the load flow equations. A load factor 𝜆 is 

added to implement a load change step in the load flow simulation and is described 

using 

 𝑃𝐿 𝑖=𝑃𝐿𝑖 0 + 𝜆(𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 cos 𝜃𝑖) 

 

(2.2) 

 𝑄𝐿 𝑖=𝑄𝐿𝑖 0 + 𝜆(𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 sin 𝜃𝑖) 

 

(2.3) 

𝑃𝐿 𝑖𝑄𝐿 𝑖Where 𝑃𝐿𝑖 0and 𝑄𝐿𝑖 0 represent the active and reactive loading at the initial or 

base loading condition, 𝐾𝐿𝑖 is a multiplying factor representing the rate change of 

increase in load , 𝜃𝑖 is the power factor angle and 𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the chosen MVA power used 

to scale 𝜆 with respect to the base case condition. 
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The continuation power flow (CPF) approach make use of a predictor-corrector step 

(figure 2.13) to identify a prediction of the next solution and locating the next curve 

point by correcting the prediction. The technique therefore identifies the location of 

the solution with respect to the preceding solution. The predictor step estimates the 

next solution with the step size tangent to the solution path (tangent vector). The 

correction step corrects the approximation of the predictor estimate of the modified 

power flow equations. Throughout this thesis the CPF method is utilised to perform 

static voltage stability assessment and derive developed stability indices at a given 

operating point and at critical loadability (knee point). Under stable normal conditions, 

the system operating point varies with system loading (𝜆) and can be tracked using 

linear analysis techniques. At the knee point, the system becomes non-singular and is 

said to reach a bifurcation condition where linear analysis methodologies no longer 

hold and predictor-corrector CPF analysis is required to trace the PV curve beyond the 

knee point. 

 

Figure 2.13 Continuation power flow predictor-corrector solution approach  

2.4.4 Index based methods 

In an effort to improve the computational efficiency of voltage stability (VS) analysis 

methods, the use of static techniques utilise stability indices for VS assessment [12, 

49]. This is employed predominantly in steady-state analysis procedures. As steady-

state network models are employed, index-based approaches are useful in identifying 
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critical lines and weak buses in the system but may be less accurate in calculating 

stability margins and dynamic/time domain approaches may be required for improved 

accuracy [59]. As steady-state network models are employed, VSIs can broadly be 

categorised into Jacobian and system variable based approaches using bus and line-

based indices [31] . Jacobian based methods [50, 51] for example have relatively high 

computational times and utilise dynamic models whilst variable based methods model 

voltage stability as algebraic equations improving computational efficiency enabling 

its application in online/real-time environments. Stability indices have been utilised in 

applications including DG sizing and placement[52], allocation of reactive 

compensation (capacitors, FACTs) [53], system planning and applications involving 

countermeasures against instability [54, 55] (Stability-constrained OPF). 

A simple two-bus representation of a power system can be used to study the voltage 

collapse point characteristics of VSIs [36, 56]. A power-voltage quadratic equation is 

derived from the real and reactive power flows in the model and at the collapse point, 

the Jacobian matrix becomes singular and the voltage equation have two pairs of real 

roots [13, 36]. Any further increase in load creates real and imaginary parts and the 

roots become complex. Alternatively, when the discriminant of the voltage equation is 

positive, then the system is regarded as stable. At maximum loadability, this 

discriminant is equal to zero and the system is said to have reached a critical state. 

Several static VSIs have been developed from this two-bus representation. This 

maximum or critical loading condition is explained by equation (2.4) below [36]:  

2.4.5 Modal analysis 

This method, based on a reduced Jacobian matrix, assumes the system is voltage stable 

if there is an increase in bus voltage magnitude with a reactive power injection at each 

bus. The system is therefore regarded stable with a positive Q-V sensitivity and 

unstable if there is a negative Q-V sensitivity for at least one bus [57]. An underlying 

assumption in this approach considers the incremental relationship between Q and V 

at different operating conditions, keeping P constant. The Jacobian matrix is reduced 

to: 

 𝑉𝑅
4 + 2𝑃𝑅 + (2𝑄𝑅𝑋 − 𝑉𝑆

2)𝑉𝑅
2 + (𝑃𝑅

2 + 𝑄𝑅
2)𝑍 = 0 (2.4) 
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This is then decomposed (orthogonal decomposition) to the following expression: 

Where 𝜁, 𝜂  are the right and left eigenvectors for matrix 𝐽𝑅 and Λ is the diagonal 

eigenvalue matrix. The system is regarded voltage stable if all the eigenvectors values 

remain positive[57]. 

2.5 Review of existing static stability indices for voltage 

collapse prediction 

As previously described, the application of voltage stability indices has been utilised 

for static, steady-state voltage stability monitoring and has gained increasing attention 

in several power system applications. This includes DG and FACTs placement and 

sizing problems [58], security-constrained OPF preventive action initiation [59] and 

for identification of weak lines and buses during critical loading and system 

contingencies [60]. Several classifications have been identified for static indices 

including bus-based and line-based indices, system variable and Jacobian-based 

indices in addition to classifications regarding the concepts to which the indices are 

derived including impedance matching theory, solution of the power and voltage 

quadratic equations, Jacobian matrix non-singularity and maximum power transfer. 

The authors in [12] provide a substantive overview of developed static stability indices 

available in the literature. 

Evaluation and comparison of the performance of multiple line-based indices using 

real-time digital simulation (RTDS studies) have been discussed in [34, 56]. The 

authors identify several quantitative measures for comparison to assess index 

performance including last value prior to voltage collapse, first value following 

instability, index linearity at the stable region (using R2) and rate of increase. The 

purpose is to develop a statistical model for future prediction based on the linearity of 

the index. As the power-voltage characteristic of a bus with increased loading is 

nonlinear with the rate of voltage magnitude decline high at low loading and exhibits 

a slow rate of decline during high loading (large system voltage drops), the behaviour 

of the indices may consequently exhibit nonlinearity. The index characteristic of the 

 ∆𝑄 = (𝐽𝑄𝑉 − 𝐽𝑄𝜃𝐽𝑃𝜃
−1𝐽𝑃𝑉)∆𝑉=𝐽𝑅∆𝑉 (2.5) 

 ∆𝑉 = 𝜁 ∙ Λ−1 ∙ 𝜂 ∙ ∆𝑄 (2.6) 
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bus is also dependent on the equivalent system impedance seen by the bus [39], the 

load impedance magnitude and load type, which may be unique for each bus in the 

network, may result in varied levels of linearity for multiple buses. This may therefore 

compromise a predictive model based on assumed index linearity of a bus or line. 

Other dynamic characteristics of the system my influence index characteristics 

including generator automatic voltage regulation (AVR) action, reactive capability 

(curves) of online generation and location of reactive injection sources (STATCOMs, 

static var compensators (SVC), etc.).  

Recent efforts make use of PMU monitoring to predict voltage collapse in real-time 

through measurement-based stability indices. The authors in [35] identify several bus-

based stability index methods suitable for real-time applications including impedance 

stability index (ISI), transmission path stability index (TPSI) based on a voltage phasor 

concept and a voltage index predictor (VIP). The majority of the studied indices are 

based on the same theoretical formulations and concepts (PV curve knee point [43]) 

which yielded similar performance attributes in terms of voltage collapse prediction. 

It should also be noted there has been limited development of line-based indices based 

on impedance matching concepts as they have been predominantly utilised in bus-

based stability indices. Therefore, there has been limited performance evaluation of 

line stability indices based on varied theoretical concepts, with impedance matching 

based line indices having limited development in the literature. A static line index 

based on impedance matching theory is presented in this work and is addressed in later 

chapters of this thesis. 

Several line-based indices have been developed in the literature for instability 

identification based on quantifying the determinant and solving the power and voltage 

quadratic equation derived from load bus active and reactive injections [56, 59, 60]. 

Developed indices include fast voltage stability index (FVSI) [36], line stability 

indices, 𝐿𝑚𝑛, LQP [59, 60] and the voltage collapse proximity indicator (VCPI)[59] 

which have been extensively studied and utilised in various power system applications 

[56]. These indices have been derived from a simplified two-bus equivalent model 

which neglect shunt branch admittance parameters in the assumed equivalent model. 

Transmission line charging and susceptance effects may impact voltage stability 
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performance due to the local reactive injection inherently provided. This may impact 

index values for different types of indices due to the localized reactive support 

provided. For example, the LQP index developed in [59] is dependent on the reactive 

power flow of a line which may vary based on shunt parameter magnitudes at a given 

operating condition and may therefore exhibit compromised accuracy. Considering 

shunt branch admittances may therefore improve accuracy of developed line stability 

indices as they have predominantly been neglected in two bus models. The use of a π 

transmission line-based two-bus equivalent model may be utilised to develop an 

improved line-based index and will be addressed in latter chapters of the thesis. 

Recent approaches aim to address some of the shortcomings of variable based indices 

by considering effects of transmission line charging and shunt branch parameters to 

improve line modelling in the stability problem [15]. A method developed in [15] 

proposes use of ABCD parameter-based transmission line models to solve voltage 

quadratic equations previously investigated in [36] to obtain the stable conditions of a 

line accounting for shunt parameters. The method is able to perform online stability 

assessment and determine available stability margins during critical and contingency 

based conditions. Conventionally, ABCD parameters are calculated using model-

based approaches which rely on several assumptions and approximations. For 

example, conductor sag effects change over time in addition to temperature variation 

dependence of impedance parameters. Online methods using synchro phasors have 

recently been utilised for ABCD parameter estimation [61, 62] and can further improve 

parameter-based methods. Developed line indices based on ABCD parameters 

calculated offline may therefore not accurately reflect the stability proximity and 

measurement-based approaches may be more desirable. Estimated margins may 

provide overoptimistic estimates resulting in insufficient preventive action being 

implemented.  

Other methods [62] make use of artificial neural networks based on feedforward ANN 

models with error back propagation. This approach relies on a finite number of existing 

line indices as inputs into the model. The performance of the ANN may be constrained 

for larger networks as the solution is computationally intensive, time consuming and 

may not be robust for online applications where line indices have been predominantly 
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utilised. ANN approaches may not be generically applicable and require re-training 

for different systems and configurations. Flexibility in index formulations may be 

desirable as indices have predominantly been developed and classified as line-based 

and bus-based indices and approaches to reformulate indices to identify both critical 

lines and buses may enhance stability evaluation and offer flexibility for various 

monitoring applications (index-based DG placement and sizing, VSCOPF, etc.). Line 

and  bus-based stability indices are proposed in latter chapters of this thesis which may 

offer flexibility in the stability evaluation and its adoption for various system 

applications. 

From the above review it has been determined that there have been limited 

developments in two-bus equivalent index methods considering shunt branch 

parameters which have conventionally been neglected and may compromise accuracy 

of calculated indices. The development of static line indices based on impedance 

matching concepts, which have been predominantly attributed to bus-based indices 

may expand existing methodologies and concepts on line index development utilising 

two-bus equivalents. Introducing flexibility in defining and expressing stability indices 

to evaluate the voltage stability condition of both lines and buses may also enhance 

stability evaluation capability. The motivation in this work is therefore to develop a 

static line and bus-based stability index based on impedance matching theory and 

concepts, considering shunt susceptance parameters using an equivalent two-bus π 

transmission line model and will be covered in latter chapters of this thesis. 

2.6 Methods for mitigation against voltage instability and 

low strength power systems  

2.6.1 Synchronous condensers 

With the increased decommissioning of synchronous generation, synchronous 

condensers have become an attractive solution in improving system strength [1, 2, 63]. 

As renewable resources are typically electromagnetically decoupled from the main 

grid connection and often interfaced via power electronics converters, there is a lack 

(or absence) of system inertia and short circuit provision capability from inverter 

interfaced generation and is required to be compensated to cover the shortfall of 

reduced synchronous generation.  Synchronous condensers have provided a viable 
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solution for the provision of several services normally obtained from synchronous 

generation units. The ability to provide dynamic reactive support and high short circuit 

current enhances network performance and provide network operators flexibility in 

managing weak regions in the network thus improving system stability and supporting 

increased nonsynchronous penetration. 

2.6.2 Shunt compensation and hybrid technologies 

The use of reactive compensation such as shunt capacitors and FACTs support 

dynamic reactive provision and reactive resource availability thus supporting bus 

stiffness and system short circuit levels at steady-state and contingency conditions [2]. 

These devices provide localised support functions and further support nonsynchronous 

generation integration as system short circuit ratios are improved thus avoiding 

dynamic voltage instability and inverter connection issues (e.g. control interaction and 

oscillations).  

Recent developments [64] propose the use of hybrid technologies to mitigate low 

system strength constraints including dynamic instability through timely reactive 

power service delivery. A hybrid STATCOM and synchronous condenser 

functionality is proposed in the Phoenix project [64] in GB to provide enhanced 

reactive power services. Through the combination of STATCOM and condenser 

functionality, the solution approach provides a complimentary solution in which the 

shortfalls of each technology is compensated by the alternative system hence achieving 

hybrid functionality. In the Phoenix solution a 4 pole, 50Hz, 1500 RPM synchronous 

condenser together with a 70 MVA MMC-based VSC STATCOM provides a 

combined condenser solution. The hybrid synchronous compensator-STATCOM 

arrangement is illustrated in figure 2.14. The condenser branch contributes to system 

recovery during frequency excursions and improve system inertia levels. The 

STATCOM branch is able to inject and absorb reactive power during dynamic events 

hence restoring the system during voltage dips and faulted conditions thus avoiding 

voltage instability. Major components of the STATCOM unit include a modular multi-

level inverter VSC configuration (delta connected) and an air-cooled phase reactor. A 

controlled three phase sinusoidal voltage is produced by the VSC which 

injects/absorbs reactive power in relation to the system voltage connected to its 
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terminals. When the system voltage is higher than the VSC voltage the STATCOM 

operates as an inductive component and when system voltage is lower than VSC 

setpoint voltage, a capacitive functionality is achieved injecting reactive power to the 

system. The master control system is a microprocessor-based system able to perform 

monitoring and control requirements of the hybrid synchronous condenser in addition 

to achieving remote operation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Hybrid synchronous condenser-STATCOM connection arrangement [64] 

2.6.3 Network optimisation and preventive redispatch 

As an alternative to the installation of reactive compensation for increasing system 

short circuit levels, the use of optimisation tools may provide an alternative instability 

mitigation measure to support weak networks in operational and planning 

environments [65, 66]. The availability of centralised unit commitment [4], economic 

dispatch and OPF engines [67] in the control room allow redispatching preventive and 

corrective actions to be implemented online to address network bottlenecks and 

constraints. The application of transient[68, 69], rotor angle [69] and voltage stability-

constrained OPF [70] have predominantly allowed initiation of control measures on 

available network devices to address network constraints. The provision of 

redispatching control setpoints for synchronous generation, shunt capacitors, FACTs, 

etc., can be utilised to provide mitigation of impending network constraints thus 

facilitating operational flexibility. With weak networks increasing risks of voltage 
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instability, security constrained optimisation can initiate online preventive control and 

improve stability margins using online system resources. In modern deregulated power 

networks, the operation of the system is broadly implemented through day ahead 

operation and redispatch and 5-minute real-time dispatch mechanisms[1, 4]. The 

National electricity market of Australia (NEM) for example performs security 

constrained DC optimal power flow in 5-minute dispatch intervals to operate the 

system within security limits (transient stability-constrained OPF).  

Recent efforts in GB aiming to mitigate weak network constraints harness reactive 

resource availability from distribution-connected generation utilising OPF-based 

methodologies [11] for the calculation of setpoints of DER controllers. The developed 

control system (termed DERMS) determines a voltage setpoint (via an OPF 

component) for the DER to facilitate reactive support via voltage droop control (see 

figure 2.15). Any difference between setpoint and measured voltages would result in 

a reactive power injection at its output terminals (similar to STATCOM operation) 

thus delivering the required service. This also illustrates the potential for unlocking 

new markets and services for system stability support during steady-state and 

contingency conditions. Network optimisation and preventive action may therefore be 

a viable approach to address operational constraints in low system strength systems 

with increased penetration of nonsynchronous generation. 

 

Figure 2.15 DER reactive power service provision for system stability enhancement 

via voltage droop control [11] 
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2.7 Review of existing VSCOPF methodologies and 

techniques 

2.7.1 Background 

With power systems today being operated in more stressed conditions with limited 

upgrades in generation and transmission systems, increased uncertainty in operating 

conditions with increasing renewable penetration, the integration of complex control 

devices (FACTs, HVDC links), system security and strength are becoming 

increasingly weakened [4, 71]. The application of security-constrained optimal power 

flow (SCOPF) has therefore become an important tool in day ahead operational 

planning and real-time operation of deregulated power networks [67]. The modelling 

of transient stability, voltage stability and rotor angle stability has been one of the 

challenges in implementing SCOPF for preventive and corrective control under 

stressed and contingency conditions.  

Problems associated with the implementation of VSCOPF can broadly be categorised 

into two main challenges: issues associated with developing an efficient non-linear 

optimisation solution to solve the OPF, and the application of analytical methods to 

represent voltage stability criteria in the OPF model (which aim to satisfy a specific 

system objective). 

In contrast, analytical methods aim to implement voltage stability conditions in an OPF 

in the form of algebraic equations in order to solve a VSCOPF problem. The main 

motivations behind this include simplicity, computational efficiency and robustness in 

implementing an optimisation solution. Conventional OPF constraints including 

voltage and thermal limits are incorporated in OPF formulations in the form of 

algebraic models and hence introducing voltage stability conditions using similar 

methods and models is more desirable from a computational perspective. As voltage 

stability is regarded as a dynamic system condition, represented through the use of 

differential equations[75] in time domain simulations, recent efforts have also aimed 

to reformulate these conditions in the form of algebraic models to simply the solution 

procedure. Alternative to this approach, the application of voltage stability indices [12, 

76] provides an alternative methodology to represent voltage stability in an OPF using 

algebraic modelling and can therefore achieve the desired simplicity and 
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computational efficiency for online implementation and is hence the main motivations 

in this work. The enhanced line-based stability index proposed in this thesis is 

incorporated into a VSCOPF solution procedure for enhanced voltage stability 

performance at critical loadability utilising two-bus equivalent 𝜋 models considering 

shunt branch parameters. The developed index can be directly incorporated as an 

inequality constraint or in a multiobjective formulation for system stability 

enhancement and is addressed in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 

The application of voltage stability indices (VSI) has been a well-established technique 

in power system optimisation problems to enhance system security, operation and 

reliability. The inclusion of indices have been utilised in several applications including 

allocation and sizing of FACTs devices [77], optimising reactive power dispatch [78, 

79], reducing system losses and operational costs[66]. in addition to optimising 

generation dispatch through VSCOPF solution procedures. A number of methods have 

been developed to incorporate voltage stability criteria in the conventional OPF model 

for VSCOPF implementation using VSIs. These approaches can broadly be classified 

into index based (system variable) or Jacobian based methods [80]. 

2.7.2 Static index-based stability-constrained optimal power flow 

An established technique to incorporate voltage stability in an OPF is through the 

utilisation of bus and line-based stability indices. The well-established L-index 

detection method is utilised to improve voltage stability performance through an OPF 

procedure in [81] . The VCPI index based VSCOPF is solved both as constraints and 

part of the cost function in [76]   to apply preventive control action during 

contingencies and critical loadability. A number of limitations to line based indexed 

VSCOPF are addressed in [75, 82] where the performance, accuracy and robustness 

properties of indices are compared for the selection of a suitable index for effective 

VSCOPF implementation. An index was selected for VSCOPF implementation based 

on its higher reduction in real power loss, reactive power generation and voltage 

stability enhancement. The selected index (VCPI [83]), based on the two-bus 

equivalent model, neglect shunt branch admittance parameters for index calculation 

and may compromise accuracy and VSCOPF performance for effective preventive 

control. As the approach is based on the ratio of active power flow to the maximum 
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power at the stability limit, accounting for reactive injection from shunt branches 

further reduces active power loss in the line which may impact the assumed maximum 

power transfer (knee point) and hence compromise accuracy of the calculated index. 

This may also lead to less effective VSCOPF dispatch and may increase operating 

costs and reduce effectiveness of stability margin improvement due to the simplifying 

assumptions. Accounting for line shunt susceptance parameters in the line model may 

further reduce reactive generation dispatch levels reducing system losses (via localised 

reactive support) and improving available reactive reserves. There is therefore limited 

application of line-based VSCOPF procedures that account for shunt admittance 

parameters in the incorporated stability indices. 

Other classifications to VSI-based approaches include system admittance-based and 

system-variable based indices in which major differences in performance and trade-

offs reside in computational performance and accuracy of stability prediction. It can 

be regarded that admittance-based methods are more accurate in estimating proximity 

to collapse and stability margin estimation, however assessment of such indices is 

computationally intensive requiring dynamic network models and time domain 

simulations for accurate margin assessment which may be less suitable for applications 

requiring online VSCOPF implementation. Variable based indices are effective in 

identifying critical lines and buses and are efficient in providing an OPF solution as 

static network models are employed for stability prediction. Conventionally, index 

based VSCOPF methods have utilised simplified transmission line model assumptions 

in stability prediction which have neglected line shunt branches. Recent approaches 

consider ABCD [15]  transmission line models to address some of the inaccuracies 

inherent in existing VSI methods. However, these improved line model-based VSIs 

have not been evaluated in VSCOPF problems. The developed line-based stability 

index taking into account shunt branch parameters presented in chapter 4 will be 

incorporated in a VSCOPF formulation to maximize distance to collapse and is 

presented in Chapter 5. 

2.7.3 Jacobian based VSCOPF methods 

Other techniques that incorporate voltage stability criteria into the OPF procedure can 

be classified as Jacobian based methods. This includes the application of bifurcation 
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analysis to identify saddle node/collapse points to be incorporated it the OPF 

model[66, 75]. Other methods consider base and critical loading formulations, thus 

modelling stability margins (difference between current and critical operating point) 

in the OPF problem to maximise distance to collapse (knee point of the PV curve). In 

this approach a global minimum stability margin is defined for the network to account 

for all system buses taken as the difference between the current and critical 

operating/loading point. A number of critical buses may exist in the system (multiple 

𝑍𝑡ℎ = 𝑍𝐿 locations) with varying loading margins and therefore the inclusion of a 

single system minimum may not effectively ensure adequate margins across the 

network under all operating conditions. The approach also proposes a linear 

combination formulation where distance to collapse is incorporated in the objective 

function. This methodology relies on weighting factors to vary the “weight” of the cost 

function as a trade-off between generation and voltage security costs. Determination 

of the weighting factors rely on offline OPF and distance to collapse studies which 

depend on the characteristics of a specific network. This may impose inaccuracies in 

weighting value selection in different networks which may impact system operating 

costs and VSCOPF performance [75, 84] . Jacobian based methods may therefore 

present additional complexities in solving the OPF further reducing computational 

efficiency. 

Other techniques incorporate single (N-1) and multiple contingencies (N-2) in the OPF 

formulation [84] which make use of singular value decomposition to identify the 

minimum singular value of the power flow Jacobian (modelled as inequality 

constraints in the OPF). This approach relies on iterative processes to satisfy the 

VSCOPF and therefore adds an additional computational burden which can be time 

consuming for larger systems (scaling constraints). Recent VSCOPF developments 

[55]  reformulate the VSCOPF problem due to recent advances in optimisation 

algorithms where stability detection is identified through non singularity in the power 

flow Jacobian. The proposed approach models the stability problem as second order 

conic where the non-singularity quantifies available margins and is solved via a convex 

relaxation OPF reformulation. 
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With power systems being operated closer to their limits already and more so in the 

future [67], in addition to increasing penetration of nonsynchronous generation, the 

application of online VSCOPF can be regarded as an effective tool for initiating 

preventive control action and redispatch of system components to address stability 

bottlenecks in weak networks as offline methods (dynamic/EMT modelling and time 

domain analysis) are inadequate in operational timescales. From the previous review, 

the application of index-based VSCOPF can provide effective and efficient means of 

implementing preventive redispatching as index-based tools directly incorporate 

voltage stability criteria as algebraic models in the OPF. Enhancements in the accuracy 

of index-based methods by considering shunt susceptance parameters may further 

improve accuracy of modelled index constraints and formulations in the OPF model 

and hence improve VSCOPF performance. Bus-based stability indices derived from 

impedance matching theory have been extensively modelled in VSCOPF formulations 

however impedance matching line stability indices considering shunt branch 

parameters have had limited application in the VSCOPF solution procedure. The 

development of improved line based static indices considering shunt admittances 

based on impedance matching concepts may further enhance VSCOPF performance 

capability and is the methodology adopted in this work. 

2.8 Chapter summary and conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed fundamentals of fault level monitoring, steady-state voltage 

stability analysis and voltage security constrained optimal power flow methods. 

Applications of both voltage stability and short circuit level management and 

mitigation are examined based on current research and industry pilot projects. A 

critical review of the relevant literature on short circuit measurement methods, static 

voltage stability indices and VSCOPF methods has been presented, with key 

limitations and shortcomings of existing techniques and concepts outlined for further 

research. Key findings of the review include shortcomings in the estimation processes 

and statistical models utilised in fault level estimation as both frequency distribution 

histograms and ordinary least square regression underperform for efficient passive 

short circuit impedance parameter estimation. Application of recursive least square 

methodologies provides additional enhancements in passive fault level measurement 

applications as parameter estimates are continuously updated (via gain vectors) with 
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the sum of square of measurement errors recursively minimised. A perturbation-

coefficient RLS based passive short circuit estimation procedure is presented in 

Chapter 3 to address identified limitations. Shortcomings in the concepts adopted for 

line stability index development that neglect shunt branch effects have been 

highlighted with impedance matching having limited applications in line-based 

indices. The inclusion of shunt susceptance parameters using two-bus equivalent 𝜋 

transmission line models in line-based indices have not been previously addressed and 

have been conventionally neglected. A static line index based on the ratio of the load 

current flowing in a line to the expected prevailing fault current flow for a receiving 

end bus fault considering shunt parameter effects is therefore proposed in this research. 

Impedance matching VSCOPF methods have predominantly incorporated bus-based 

stability indices in the OPF model where line-based methods considering shunt branch 

effects having limited attention in the literature for VSCOPF implementation. From 

the improved line index developed in this work, constrained-based and multiobjective 

VSCOPF solution procedures are proposed and will be outlined in Chapter 5. Based 

on the reviewed literature a number of key areas of development have therefore been 

identified and will be addressed in latter chapters of this thesis. 
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3. Perturbation coefficient-based 

passive short circuit current 

measurement approach utilising 

recursive least square estimation 
 

Distribution network operators are currently facing increasing pressure to offer low-

cost distribution generation (DG) connections for low carbon generation plants to meet 

carbon emission targets and support the GB net-zero transition in 2050 [1,5, 25]. These 

are introducing several operational challenges to accommodate renewable-based DG 

due to the technical constraints imposed from newly connecting generation including 

voltage, thermal and short circuit capacity constraints. The management of fault levels 

and assuring that accurate knowledge of their levels in real or near-real-time is 

available is of increasing concern as the design limits of plant and the mechanical and 

thermal withstand capability are required to be ensured thus maintaining safety and 

network security risks whilst facilitating timely low-cost connections. Current 

strategies to facilitate fault level-constrained DG installations include network 

reinforcement and upgrades, which result in high cost and capital expenditure, and in 

some cases, result in newly connecting projects being economically and technically 

infeasible. Other approaches include network reconfiguration and installation of fault 

current limiting devices at substation or DG plant location. Emerging methodologies 

involve management of fault levels in real-time through the provision of network fault 

level measurements [6] in constrained locations to support active management [25] of 

short circuit headroom thus releasing additional non-firm capacity. A critical review 

of existing literature on short circuit measurement methods and limitations was 

addressed in chapter 2 where major shortcomings in estimation processes have been 

highlighted to illustrate how the proposed method addresses identified limitations and 

how it “fits” with the body of existing work in this space. 

This chapter proposes a passive fault level measurement methodology through the 

application of a perturbation coefficient-based recursive least square estimation 
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algorithm. The chapter begins by introducing the current industry standards adopted 

for short circuit current calculations and its inherent limitations and challenges in the 

context of fault level management. The methodology of the proposed passive short 

circuit estimation approach is outlined in section 3.2. Testing and validation studies on 

a number of distribution network test models [138] are presented with results 

compared against simulated fault current values under varied upstream grid fault level 

conditions and is discussed in section 3.3. 

The current industry standard for calculation of short circuit currents in three phase 

systems is the IEC 60909 [8, 9, 16, 85], where the equivalent voltage source method 

is adopted for manual calculation of fault currents in networks. Several simplifications 

and assumptions are incorporated to account for system operating conditions, 

including pre-fault voltages, transformer tap positions and loading levels. Recent 

efforts have aimed to evaluate the sensitivity of calculated make and break fault levels 

to network parameters [7] to identify which require high accuracy or measurement 

precision for fault level studies and improving the performance of “offline” based 

analysis through adjustment of model parameters. These include tap changer positions, 

load fault infeed, model impedance parameters and generator operating power factors 

which have a direct impact on calculated pre-fault voltages. Sources of error in the 

IEC60609 standard include the voltage c factor multiplier [8] which scales the source 

voltage to account for variations in system operating conditions and factor the 

influence of consumer load data, variation of inverter-based DG fault contribution with 

actual output levels,etc. 

The current industry adopted approach for fault level management is based on short 

circuit studies utilising sophisticated tools and models accounting for system 

configuration, construction, fault contribution of industrial and commercial customers 

[5], etc. However, there are factors not available to modellers which impact fault level 

studies including the accuracy of models which are dependent on both network 

measurements and impedance parameters. Distribution fault levels are also influenced 

by several factors including upstream grid fault contribution, load fault level infeed, 

operational running arrangements [7], where not all information is readily available in 

real-time. Network models therefore do not readily provide real-time representation of 

network fault levels [5] which makes it more difficult to actively provide additional 
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fault level headroom to facilitate increasing penetration of low carbon DG. Model-

based approaches for fault current calculation often result in conservative design limits 

being set, resulting in higher capital costs for plant installations. There is therefore an 

increasing need for the development of measurement-based approaches to accurately 

reflect actual network fault levels to support active fault level management decisions 

in addition to validating network models via fault level monitoring. 

Methods to measure short circuit currents can broadly be categorised into passive [19, 

86] and active [22] methods. Passive fault level estimation involves obtaining short 

circuit measurements based on natural variations [86] in network load in order to 

establish a Thevenin equivalent model of the system. Active methods introduce 

external disturbances in the network to obtain real-time measurements of short circuit 

currents. Both approaches present several advantages and disadvantages: active 

methods for example require installation of additional equipment including inductive 

load banks [22] and pulse closers[25], which may impose power quality issues and 

cost implications at higher voltage levels thus limiting wide area fault level 

monitoring. Passive methods may be less reliable for active fault level management as 

they are dependent on network load behaviour and naturally occurring variations to 

obtain estimates. Passive methods may therefore be useful in operational planning and 

model validation applications as they are cost effective and can be easily transformed 

into active schemes and therefore offer flexibility.  

3.1 Development of a novel perturbation coefficient-based 

recursive least square short circuit current estimation 

approach 

The authors in [41] propose formulae to model the net active power increment at a bus 

following a downstream load event during small load perturbations. In this approach, 

the net active power gained at a bus is composed of two terms; the active power 

increase due to connection of additional load ∆𝐺𝐿and the active power lost on original 

load due to the voltage drop ∆𝑉 across the system to supply the additional load 

demand. The assumed active power injection model is independent of load type as it 

is derived from load flow and Jacobian matrix concepts. This can be expressed as [41]  
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 ∆𝑃𝐿 = (𝑉 + ∆𝑉)2∆𝐺𝐿 + (2𝑉 + ∆𝑉)𝐺𝐿∆𝑉 (3.1) 

   

Where 𝑉  is the pre-event bus voltage, ∆𝑉 is the voltage drop following a load change, 

∆𝐺𝐿is the additional load admittance/conductance following a load perturbation, 𝐺𝐿 is 

the pre-disturbance load admittance/conductance (𝐺𝐿 =
𝑃𝐿

𝑉2). During normal loading 

conditions, we can assume that the term (𝑉 + ∆𝑉)∆𝐺𝐿 ≫ (2𝑉 + ∆𝑉)𝐺𝐿∆𝑉 as the 

increase in system loading dominates over the decrease in receiving end bus voltage 

𝑉𝑅. In other words, the power loss across the lines as a result of the increased voltage 

drop is relatively small in comparison to the active power gained from the connection 

of the additional load. There is therefore a net active power increase supplied to the 

bus, neglecting the active power loss term from equation 3.1  

 ∆𝑃𝐿 = (𝑉 + ∆𝑉)2∆𝐺𝐿 (3.2) 

This can be expressed as a current injection ∆𝐼𝐿 gained at the bus obtained from 

 
∆𝐼𝐿 =

∆𝑃𝐿

𝑉
 

 

(3.3) 

Expanding equation (3.2) and from (3.3) we have 

 
∆𝐼𝐿 =

𝑉2∆𝐺𝐿 + 2𝑉∆𝑉∆𝐺𝐿 + ∆𝑉2∆𝐺𝐿

𝑉
 

(3.4) 

A generalised form to estimate the equivalent Thevenin impedance at a bus is taken as 

the ratio of the variation of the bus voltage to the variation in bus current following a 

downstream load perturbation. Taking 𝑍𝑡ℎ =
𝑉2̅̅ ̅−𝑉1̅̅ ̅

𝐼2̅−𝐼1̅
  and ∆𝐺𝐿 =

∆𝑃𝐿

𝑉2  where 𝑉1̅, 𝑉2̅, 𝐼1̅, 𝐼2̅ 

are the pre and post disturbance voltage and current phasors expressed in rectangular 

form,  the equivalent Thevenin impedance can now be expressed as 

 
𝑍𝑡ℎ =

𝑉∆𝑉

∆𝑃𝐿 +
2∆𝑃𝐿∆𝑉

𝑉 +
∆𝑉2∆𝑃

𝑉2

 
(3.5) 

Rearranging the above equation with respect to the voltage measured at the bus 

following a load perturbation event we have 

 𝑉 = (
∆𝑃𝐿

∆𝑉
+

2∆𝑃𝐿

𝑉
+

∆𝑉∆𝑃

𝑉2 ) 𝑍𝑡ℎ (3.6) 
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Taking the term 
∆𝑃𝐿

∆𝑉
+

2∆𝑃𝐿

𝑉
+

∆𝑉∆𝑃

𝑉2 = 𝐴 regarded as a perturbation coefficient in this 

problem, results in the following  

 𝑉 = 𝐴 𝑍𝑡ℎ (3.7) 

Taking the real and imaginary components of the measured voltage and perturbation 

coefficient respectively as 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒 + 𝑗𝑉𝑖𝑚and 𝐴𝑖 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒 + 𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑚 

 
𝑍𝑡ℎ =

𝑉𝑟𝑒 + 𝑗𝑉𝑖𝑚

𝐴𝑟𝑒 + 𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑚
 

(3.8) 

   

This can be simplified to the following expression 

 𝑍𝑡ℎ =
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒+𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑖𝑚

𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 +𝐴𝑖𝑚

2 +j
𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑟𝑒−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑖𝑚

𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 +𝐴𝑖𝑚

2  (3.9) 

It is known that 𝑍𝑡ℎ = 𝑅𝑡ℎ + 𝑗𝑋𝑡ℎ therefore  

 
𝑅𝑡ℎ =

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑖𝑚

𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚

2  
(3.10) 

And  

 
𝑋𝑡ℎ =

𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑟𝑒 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑖𝑚

𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚

2  
(3.11) 

   

Alternatively, the above expressions can be written in the following form 

 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑖𝑚 =(𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚

2 ) 𝑅𝑡ℎ (3.12) 

 

 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝐴𝑟𝑒 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝐴𝑖𝑚 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚

2 ) 𝑋𝑡ℎ (3.13) 

 

Equations 3.12 and 3.13 can be expressed in terms of a generalised linear regression 

model and can be described using  

 𝑦 = 𝐻𝜃 + 𝑤 (3.14) 

Where 𝑦 is the output vector and is a dependant variable in the linear system shown 

and is a function of measured voltage and perturbation coefficient previously 
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described. H is the regressor vector, obtained from the real and imaginary components 

of A. 𝑅𝑡ℎ, 𝑋𝑡ℎ are the Thevenin resistance and reactances and represent the parameter 

vector 𝜃,  of the system to be solved via least square estimation.  𝑤 can be regarded as 

a measurement error and is the difference between the model output and estimated 

output. In this problem, a recursive least equation (RLS) estimation algorithm is 

adopted to solve the above system and obtain estimates of the equivalent system 

resistances and reactances (RLS parameters), hence obtaining estimates of the short 

circuit impedance (𝑍𝑡ℎ) and short circuit current following small load disturbances. As 

system loading is continuously varying, an approach to recursively estimate equivalent 

impedances through updated measurements (following load perturbations) can 

improve estimation accuracy as the sum of squares of measurement errors is 

continuously minimised. This allows the estimates to be quantified closer to the true 

value of the equivalent short circuit impedance and hence improve overall fault level 

estimation performance. Expressing the above equation in full matrix form and 

following 𝑛 measurements from a series of consecutive load changes, the above 

expressions can be described using: 

 

 

[

𝑉𝑖𝑚1𝐴𝑟𝑒1 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒1𝐴𝑖𝑚1

𝑉𝑖𝑚2𝐴𝑟𝑒2 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒2𝐴𝑖𝑚2

⋮
𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑛𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛

] =

[
 
 
 
𝐴𝑟𝑒1

2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚1
2

𝐴𝑟𝑒2
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚2

2

⋮
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛

2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛
2 ]

 
 
 

∙ [𝑋𝑡ℎ]+ [

𝑣1

𝑣2

⋮
𝑣𝑛

] 

(3.16) 

 

The closed form solution to obtain the parameter vector �̃� and hence the equivalent 

short circuit impedance parameters is given by: 

 �̃� = (𝐻𝑇𝐻)−1𝐻𝑇𝑦 (3.17) 

and 

[

𝑉𝑟𝑒1𝐴𝑟𝑒1 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚1𝐴𝑖𝑚1

𝑉𝑟𝑒2𝐴𝑟𝑒2 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚2𝐴𝑖𝑚2

⋮
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑛𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛

] =

[
 
 
 
𝐴𝑟𝑒1

2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚1
2

𝐴𝑟𝑒2
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚2

2

⋮
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛

2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛
2 ]

 
 
 

[𝑅𝑡ℎ]+[

𝑢1

𝑢2

⋮
𝑢𝑛

] 

(3.15) 
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 �̃�𝑛 = �̃�𝑛−1 + 𝐾𝑛(𝑦𝑛 − 𝐻𝑛�̃�𝑛−1)  (3.18) 

 

Where 𝐾𝑛 is an estimation gain vector. In this regard, the new estimate �̃�𝑛 is modified 

from the previous estimate �̃�𝑛−1 by a correction term (𝑦𝑛 − 𝐻𝑛�̃�𝑛−1) through the gain 

vector thus providing an update to the estimate when a new measurement or 

perturbation is identified. In this problem, the output vector 𝑦𝑛 for the 𝑅𝑡ℎ and 𝑋𝑡ℎ 

RLS models are taken as 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑛𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛 + 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛 and 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑛𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑛 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑛 

respectively. The next section evaluates the performance of the proposed online 

parametric estimation approach for passive short circuit current estimation during 

downstream load disturbances utilising a number of test networks and case studies. 

3.2 Testing and validation of the proposed RLS-based 

passive short circuit estimation approach 

3.2.1 Simple distribution network model 

To illustrate the performance of the proposed short circuit current estimation 

procedure, a simplified distribution network model is developed (figure 3.1). The 

network is a typical UK HV/MV distribution network configuration which connects 

the HV network (at 33 kV) to the MV/LV networks. The model is composed of three 

HV/MV sections with each section interfacing two 33/11 kV transformers running in 

parallel. The upstream network fault level is assumed to vary between 250 and 1000 

MVA where measurements are obtained at the secondary terminal of the transformer 

connecting bus 1 at 11 kV (location M1). Three consecutive load step changes are 

applied at LV of 15 kW, 5 kW and 5 kW at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 seconds respectively to 

simulate passive load perturbation events (figure 3.2). Measurements of voltage, 

current and active power are obtained and input to the recursive least square algorithm 

which estimates the Thevenin impedance parameters and subsequently the prospective 

breaking short circuit current (symmetrical fault current) based on the methodology 

outlined in the previous section. In this work, only the upstream RMS component of 

the short circuit current is evaluated using the proposed estimation approach. 

Simulation based fault studies are then run with three phase faults applied at bus 1 to 

obtain the upstream RMS break current at the monitoring point under various upstream 
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grid fault conditions with results compared to the estimates obtained from the RLS 

estimator. 

 

Figure 3.1 Simple distribution network model 
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Figure 3.2 Current and voltage measurements at M1 following load variation at bus 1 

Table 3.1 compares the estimated RLS Thevenin parameters with calculated Thevenin 

values using the conventional method (𝑍𝑡ℎ =
∆𝑉

∆𝐼
). Results generally indicate the 

proposed RLS model is accurately able to determine Thevenin equivalent values for a 

range of assumed upstream fault levels. It can be seen that 𝑅𝑡ℎ  estimates are generally 

more accurate than 𝑋𝑡ℎ values with the majority of estimation errors <0.4% with 𝑋𝑡ℎ 

estimates at <1.3%. The largest estimation error for 𝑅𝑡ℎ  is seen at 250 MVA with an 

error of 0.38% and a 1.295% error is apparent for the 𝑋𝑡ℎestimate. The overall trend 

shows estimation errors increasing for lower or weakened upstream fault level 

conditions relative to a stronger network. This may be justified as higher equivalent 

source impedance for weak networks increases system voltage drops generally and this 

additional active power loss (due to voltage drops) for weaker networks is neglected 

in coefficient estimation as outlined in the previous section. The accuracy of the 

assumed net active power gain at the bus (from equation 3.2) is further compromised 

in weak network conditions due to higher voltage drops and system losses. However, 

results indicate high accuracy and effectiveness in determining the Thevenin 

parameters utilising the proposed approach and may therefore able to determine the 

equivalent short circuit currents from the derived short circuit impedance 𝑍𝑡ℎ 
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Table 3.1 Comparison between estimated and calculated RLS Thevenin parameters   

Fault 

MVA 𝑹𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕(𝛀) 𝑹𝒕𝒉 (𝛀) 

Error 

(%) 𝑿𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕(𝛀) 𝑿𝒕𝒉 (𝛀) Error (%) 

250 0.075847 0.075561 0.378677 0.506137 0.512789 -1.29709 

300 0.062617 0.062417 0.320905 0.429648 0.435118 -1.25714 

350 0.053346 0.053198 0.27969 0.374655 0.379314 -1.22818 

400 0.046492 0.046377 0.248983 0.333211 0.337281 -1.20683 

450 0.041222 0.041129 0.22706 0.300813 0.304433 -1.18914 

500 0.037049 0.036971 0.209006 0.274754 0.278026 -1.1767 

550 0.033656 0.033589 0.198068 0.253745 0.256735 -1.16477 

600 0.030847 0.030789 0.188351 0.235879 0.238639 -1.15623 

700 0.026455 0.026408 0.175856 0.207647 0.210047 -1.14262 

800 0.023199 0.023159 0.173764 0.186632 0.188766 -1.13049 

900 0.020675 0.020639 0.176163 0.170551 0.172486 -1.12189 

910 0.020453 0.020417 0.174792 0.168963 0.170881 -1.12248 

920 0.020234 0.020198 0.175181 0.167503 0.169402 -1.12138 

930 0.020023 0.019988 0.175907 0.166284 0.168168 -1.12051 

940 0.019819 0.019785 0.176192 0.164859 0.166726 -1.11996 

950 0.019614 0.01958 0.17573 0.163555 0.165407 -1.11964 

960 0.019424 0.019389 0.176456 0.162087 0.163919 -1.11765 

970 0.019218 0.019184 0.178095 0.160975 0.162794 -1.11782 

980 0.019035 0.019001 0.179099 0.159816 0.161621 -1.11627 

1000 0.018656 0.018622 0.179665 0.157363 0.159138 -1.11583 

 

Table 3.2 compares the estimated (𝐼𝑠𝑐 𝑒𝑠𝑡) and simulated (𝐼𝑠𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑡) fault currents under 

various upstream grid fault level magnitudes. 𝐼𝑠𝑐 𝑒𝑠𝑡 is obtained from 
𝑉

𝑍𝑡ℎ
 where 𝑉 is 

the pre-disturbance voltage phasor and Thevenin equivalent impedance is derived 

from RLS parameter estimates of 𝑅𝑡ℎ and 𝑋𝑡ℎ. 𝐼𝑠𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑡 is obtained through simulation-

based fault studies where three phase faults are applied at bus 1 with the current 

measured at the transformer secondary (at 11 kV). The maximum estimation error 

obtained is -0.73% at 920 MVA. Estimation errors ranging from 2.58%-5% between 

simulated and estimated fault current values for various load types were reported in 

[19] however lower errors can be seen utilizing the proposed approach. There is also 

no apparent correlation between fault MVA and estimation error and therefore short 

circuit estimation performance is not impacted by strong and weak network conditions. 

It should also be noted that estimation errors are below ±1% which illustrate the 
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effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed approach for passive short circuit current 

estimation of the studied model. Comparison between simulated and estimated fault 

current levels is shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4 for a 1000 MVA upstream grid fault 

infeed.  

Table 3.2 Comparison of estimated and modelled (actual) fault currents for the 

simplified distribution network model 

Fault MVA 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒆𝒔𝒕 (A) 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒂𝒄𝒕 (A) Error (%) 

250 12252.62692 12309.00 -0.45798263 

300 14447.79637 14500.00 -0.36002503 

350 16580.7417 16602.00 -0.12804665 

400 18654.04055 18641.00 0.06995629 

450 20673.43104 20729.00 -0.26807351 

500 22643.33286 22658.00 -0.06473271 

550 24527.97666 24571.00 -0.17509805 

600 26394.08024 26323.00 0.27003093 

700 29999.17483 30096.00 -0.32172104 

800 33393.61304 33190.00 0.61347708 

900 36558.77008 36641.00 -0.22442051 

910 36902.84053 36718.00 0.50340578 

920 37226.09229 37500.00 -0.73042057 

930 37500.94781 37322.00 0.47947003 

940 37826.09841 37654.00 0.45705213 

950 38129.04806 38291.00 -0.42295041 

960 38475.56882 38661.00 -0.47963369 

970 38743.40689 38647.00 0.24945503 

980 39026.05742 38901.00 0.3214761 

1000 39637.25336 39510.00 0.32207887 
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Figure 3.3 Estimated RLS fault level vs simulated fault at bus 1 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Voltage measurement following simulated fault at bus 1 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the RLS error output of the model following the 3 perturbation 

events previously described which make use of a one-step-ahead predictor to estimate 

difference between model output and estimated output. The figure illustrates as more 

perturbations are identified the model error is continuously reduced as the recursive 

estimation minimises the sum of square of errors and updates the parameter estimate 

via the gain vector. This shows that as additional perturbations are captured, the 

estimation model updates the estimate and the error is reduced thus improving 
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performance. This therefore illustrates the effectiveness in adopting recursive least 

square regression to enhance estimation performance in passive short circuit current 

measurement applications as estimates are continuously updated and errors recursively 

reduced following identified perturbations relative to ordinary least square 

methodologies. The next section investigates the proposed approach on an IEEE 

distribution test feeder model to evaluate method performance on more realistic 

network conditions with results compared to simulated fault current values. 

 

Figure 3.5 RLS model error reduction with multiple sequential load perturbation 

events are included in the calculation 

3.2.2 Impact of perturbation location on estimation accuracy  

To evaluate the performance of the proposed RLS based estimation method on 

disturbance location, a case study consisting of applying 500 kW perturbations in 

various locations along the LV line has been investigated. In this study, the location of 

the constant impedance load was varied between 0.1 m and 1000 m to illustrate the 

impact on estimation accuracy for LV perturbations. From table 3.3, results generally 

indicate that the closer the perturbation is from the measurement location the higher 

the accuracy. There is also a cut off distance where estimation accuracy greatly 

diminishes where a 400 m distance can be regarded as the maximum disturbance 

location to yield acceptable results within 10% accuracy at LV (400 V). This is because 

the developed Thevenin equivalent parameter method neglects line voltage drops and 
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only considers the drop across the load terminals. This impacts the assumed net active 

power gained at the bus as active power losses/voltage drops also impact this value 

and become proportionately larger for distances further away from the measurement 

location. 

Table 3.3 Impact of perturbation location (electrical distance) on estimation 
performance and accuracy 

Distance (m) ∆V (%) 𝒁𝒕𝒉 𝑹𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑿𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒆𝒔𝒕 
Error (%) 

0.1 0.2076 0.0789 + 0.5138i 0.0875 0.4932 12309 12673.171 2.9585 

10 0.2055 0.0707 + 0.5100i 0.1090 0.4812 12309 12866.515 4.5293 

50 0.2061 0.0726 + 0.5124i 0.2168 0.4141 12309 13580.407 10.3290 

100 0.2056  0.0776 + 0.5132i 0.1182  0.4836  12309  12750.084 3.5834 

400 0.1928  0.0746 + 0.5143i 0.2167  0.4138  12309 13588.672  10.3962 

800 0.1661  0.0781 + 0.5156i 0.2764  0.2930  12309 15760.125  28.0374 

1000 0.1501  0.0713 + 0.5095i 0.2733  0.2405  12309 17439.059  41.6773 

 

3.2.3 Impact of perturbation magnitude on estimation accuracy 

To assess the performance of the RLS estimation performance to load perturbation 

magnitude, a case study was performed with load steps varied between 250 kW-2MW. 

In this study, the disturbance source was located at a 1m distance from the 

measurement location to minimise the impact of line length inaccuracy on estimation 

performance. From table 3.4, results generally indicate higher estimation errors for 

large load step changes relative to smaller perturbations (e.g. 250 kW). Increased 

loading results in higher drops across the system relative to the drop across the load 

which are not accounted for in the developed Thevenin equivalent method. In other 

words, as load perturbation magnitude increases, the active power lost on the load due 

to voltage drop (and higher loading) increases, which is assumed negligible in the 

developed approach. This indicates that for very large load perturbations greater than 

1.5 MW, the estimation accuracy degrades to within 10% error as the power loss across 

the line infeed becomes significant. The method also illustrates good sensitivity to 

voltage disturbances as a perturbation magnitude of 0.1 % (∆𝑉) yielded an error of 

1.866% whilst a 4.46% error for a 2% voltage disturbance was reported in [19] 

assuming a motor load perturbation. However, both perturbation magnitude and event 

location impact estimation performance and neglecting impact of system losses 
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becomes significant for distant load events and large load step changes as both incur a 

large active power loss comparable in magnitude to the load perturbation change which 

impact the assumed net active power increment at the measured bus. 

Table 3.4 Impact of LV perturbation magnitude on estimation performance 

 

3.2.4 IEEE 13 node test feeder 

 

 

Figure 3.6 IEEE 13 node test feeder model [138]  

∆𝑷(kW)) ∆V (%) 𝒁𝒕𝒉 𝑹𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑿𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒆𝒔𝒕 Error (%) 

250 0.1048 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.08196  0.4996 12309  12542.823 1.8659  

500 0.2064 0.0753 + 0.5112 0.08677  0.4902  12309  12757.2 3.6069  

600 0.2462 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.0886  0.4864  12309  12843.511 4.3079  

800 0.3243 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.09209  0.4791  12309  13017.065 5.7174  

1000 0.4005 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.0953  0.4718  12309  13191.830 7.1367  

1250 0.4933 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.0991  0.4630  12309  13411.933 8.9243  

1500 0.5835 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.1027  0.4543  12309  13633.805 10.7262 

2000 0.7561 0.0753 + 0.5112i 0.1089  0.4376  12309  14082.605 14.3711  
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To illustrate the performance of the proposed short circuit estimation method on a 

realistic test network, the IEEE 13 node test feeder (figure 3.6) was chosen to validate 

the approach through a number of case studies. The model is composed of balanced 

and unbalanced loads connected at MV and LV. The model is connected in a radial 

configuration at an MV voltage of 4.16 kV and is interfaced to the transmission grid 

through a 115/4.16 kV transformer. In this study the regulating transformer action is 

neglected in the model i.e. no tap changing action occurs during the perturbation 

period. As in the previous case study, a number of consecutive load perturbations are 

applied with measurements obtained from bus 632, taken as the transformer secondary 

from which the system is supplied. Three load changes of 15 kW, 5 kW and 5kW at 

0,2, 0.4 and 0.6 seconds respectively are switched on downstream from the 

measurement location (at MV) and obtained measurements are utilised to construct the 

RLS models described (from (3.15) and (3.16)). Upstream grid fault levels are varied 

between 100-250 MVA in steps of 10 MVA, and the Thevenin parameters and short 

circuit level are estimated in each case and compared with the conventional Thevenin 

equivalent calculation method with fault current levels obtained from simulated faults. 

Performance of the RLS estimator and the estimation errors in each case are compared 

for evaluation of the proposed method. 

Table 3.5 compares the estimated and calculated Thevenin parameters at various 

upstream fault levels for the IEEE 13 node feeder utilising the proposed RLS-based 

estimator. Results generally indicate the method obtains comparable estimates relative 

to the conventional approach, outlined previously, irrespective of the upstream fault 

level infeed with estimated values obtained recursively relative to conventional 

ordinary least square methodologies. Higher estimation errors are seen for resistance 

estimates as the system 𝑅𝑡ℎ is relatively small (0.058-0.023) at various grid fault levels 

relative to equivalent reactance values. This indicates a stronger dependence of the 

short circuit current estimate on estimated system reactance due to negligible upstream 

resistance values (𝑋𝑡ℎ ≫ 𝑅𝑡ℎ) with the 
𝑋

𝑅
 taken as 3 in this study. This shows that the 

overall short circuit estimation performance is within reasonable accuracy, as upstream 

fault levels are a strong function of system reactance, where estimation errors are low 

utilising the proposed least square approach. In both cases, as upstream fault level is 
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increased, estimation performance and accuracy is improved indicated by the 

progressively lower error values as shown from the previous study. 

 

 Table 3.5 Comparison of estimated (RLS) and calculated Thevenin parameters for the IEEE 

13 node test network 

 

Figure 3.7 Simulated vs measured RLS output for Thevenin resistance estimator at 

100 MVA fault level 

Fault level (MVA) 𝑹𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕(Ω) 𝑹𝒕𝒉 𝒄𝒂𝒍 (Ω) Error (%) 𝑿𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒔𝒕 (Ω) 𝑿𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍 (Ω) Error (%) 

100 0.082639 0.057685 43.25861 0.153452 0.173056 -11.328 

110 0.074655 0.052441 42.36023 0.141175 0.157324 -10.2646 

120 0.068059 0.048071 41.58024 0.130697 0.144213 -9.37211 

130 0.062521 0.044373 40.89759 0.121655 0.13312 -8.61246 

140 0.057807 0.041204 40.2957 0.113774 0.123611 -7.95808 

150 0.053748 0.038457 39.76138 0.106846 0.115371 -7.38854 

160 0.050217 0.036053 39.28409 0.10071 0.10816 -6.88836 

170 0.047117 0.033933 38.85531 0.095236 0.101798 -6.44562 

180 0.044375 0.032047 38.46812 0.090325 0.096142 -6.05096 

190 0.041933 0.030361 38.11681 0.085893 0.091082 -5.69696 

200 0.039744 0.028843 37.79668 0.081875 0.086528 -5.37765 

210 0.037771 0.027469 37.50378 0.078215 0.082408 -5.08818 

220 0.035984 0.026221 37.23482 0.074867 0.078662 -4.82455 

230 0.034357 0.025081 36.987 0.071793 0.075242 -4.58345 

240 0.032871 0.024036 36.75793 0.068961 0.072107 -4.36211 

250 0.031507 0.023074 36.54558 0.066344 0.069222 -4.1582 
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Figure 3.8 Simulated vs measured RLS output for Thevenin reactance 

estimator at 100 MVA fault level 

Analysis of the performance of the RLS estimation procedure can be achieved through 

evaluation of measured and estimated/predicted RLS model outputs. Figures 3.7 and 

3.8 illustrate RLS model output comparisons for the estimated parameters at 100 MVA 

whilst figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate outputs for 250 MVA. The overall trend indicates 

that as further perturbations are applied at 400 and 600ms differences between 

measured and estimated model outputs are reduced. This illustrates that as additional 

measurements are obtained following load events, the RLS model is updated and the 

accuracy in estimating equivalent parameters is improved as estimation errors are 

recursively minimised following additional perturbation measurements. It can also be 

seen that reactance parameter estimates indicate a smaller error between estimated and 

measured model outputs as shown in table 3 where errors are relatively lower for 

reactances relative to resistance estimates as the resistance estimator quantifies 

relatively low resistance values (0.082-0.031) which compromises RLS model 

accuracy. It can therefore be deduced that the reactance-based estimation model 

exhibits superior performance relative to the resistance estimator with the overall short 

circuit impedance value predominantly reactive (higher 
𝑋

𝑅
  ratio of 3). However, 

differences between measured and predicted outputs for both estimators (𝑅𝑡ℎ and 𝑋𝑡ℎ) 

are negligible with relatively small model errors which do not adversely impact model 

performance as parameter estimates are close to their true values. To further improve 
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estimation accuracy, additional perturbations may be required to further minimise 

discrepancies between predicted and measured RLS outputs. Other factors that may 

affect accuracy include disturbance magnitude and location (MV/LV, distance from 

measurement location, etc.) which have been outlined in the previous case study. 

Figure 3.9 Estimated vs measured RLS output for Thevenin resistance estimator at 

250 MVA fault level 

Figure 3.10 Estimated vs measured RLS output for Thevenin reactance estimator at 

250 MVA fault level 

Table 3.6 Comparison of estimated and simulated fault currents for the IEEE 13 node 

test network 

Fault level 

(MVA) 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒆𝒔𝒕(kA) 𝑰𝒔𝒄 𝒂𝒄𝒕 (kA) 

Error 

(%) 

100 13.78039 13.43858 2.54349 

110 15.03939 1.48E+01 1.617481 
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120 16.29911 1.61E+01 1.236708 

130 17.55939 1.75E+01 0.339359 

140 18.8201 1.88E+01 0.106915 

150 20.08116 2.02E+01 -0.58832 

160 21.3425 2.15E+01 -0.73256 

170 22.60407 2.28E+01 -0.85934 

180 23.86584 2.42E+01 -1.38085 

190 25.12776 2.55E+01 -1.45976 

200 26.38982 2.69E+01 -1.89657 

210 27.652 2.82E+01 -1.94325 

220 28.91429 2.95E+01 -1.98547 

230 30.17666 3.09E+01 -2.34092 

240 31.4391 3.22E+01 -2.36304 

250 32.70162 3.36E+01 -2.67376 

 

Similar to the previous study, Table 3.6 compares estimated and simulated fault current 

levels at various upstream fault level infeeds. Three phase faults are applied at the grid 

infeed (bus 632) and measured fault currents are compared to the estimated RLS 

parameter values. It should also be noted that voltage and current measurements 

obtained during steady-state perturbations are extracted from the same location where 

the fault is applied for accurate comparison of fault levels. Results generally indicate 

good estimation performance of fault currents as the estimation errors are relatively 

low at various upstream grid fault infeeds (<%3). A maximum error of -2.67% is 

obtained for a 250 MVA upstream grid fault infeed whilst an a maximum error of 5% 

was reported in [19] for an electric arc furnace load perturbation utilizing OLS 

regression estimation. This shows the RLS based approach is reliable for passive short 

circuit monitoring as estimates are within reasonable accuracy to the expected fault 

current levels that may flow in the network. It should also be noted that the detailed 

model utilised illustrates good performance for both simplified and realistic network 

models. The proposed online parametric estimation approach may therefore be suitable 

for online implementation where actual voltage and current measurements are 

passively monitored to quantify system short circuit current following a series of 

naturally occurring load disturbances. The proposed approach can also be easily 

incorporated into active fault level estimation applications through the provision of an 

active or artificial downstream disturbance source (e.g. inductive load bank at 

substation auxiliary transformer) for real-time fault level measurement [23]. Recent 
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state of the art technology for system strength measurement includes the patented Grid-

Sonar™ developed by Reactive Technologies [26] 

3.3 Chapter summary and conclusions 

This chapter has presented a perturbation coefficient based passive short circuit current 

estimation method utilising recursive least square methodologies. The developed 

approach models a downstream load perturbation as a net active power gain at a bus 

neglecting active power loss due to system voltage drops. Measurements of complex 

voltages and active power are input into a recursive least square estimation algorithm 

in order to quantify equivalent resistance and reactance estimates. These are then 

utilised to obtain the short circuit impedance at a given monitored location and 

subsequently short circuit current. The developed method is tested and validated on a 

simplified 11 kV distribution network model and a 4.16 kV IEEE 13 node feeder 

model utilising a number of case studies with results compared to simulated fault 

current values. The model performance of the RLS estimator is evaluated through 

comparisons between model predicted and measured outputs with estimation errors 

seen to be continuously minimised as additional event measurements are input into the 

RLS model with the sum of square of errors recursively minimised. This illustrates 

enhanced estimation performance relative to ordinary least square methods with errors 

within ±3% for a range of assumed upstream grid fault levels relative to simulated 

fault values. 
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4. Development of enhanced 

impedance matching line and 

bus-based stability indices for 

classical voltage stability 

monitoring 
 

From the previous review chapter, a number of limitations have previously been 

identified in the literature regarding the performance of existing line stability indices 

[87]. These include the impact of load power factors, transmission X/R ratios and 

effect of bidirectional power flows which compromise the accuracy of existing indices. 

Established methods have also conventionally relied on the two-bus equivalent system 

models [14, 36, 88, 89] to obtain the real roots of the power and voltage quadratic 

equations which have neglected the effect of shunt branch admittances. This may 

further exacerbate negative aspects associated with the accuracy and reliability of 

existing index methods as line shunt susceptance has a direct impact on the parameters 

utilised to quantify the indices due to inherent line reactive injection. These include 

sending end bus voltages, reactive power flows and network voltage drops and line 

losses which directly affect the stability limits and margins in the network. Obtaining 

the discriminant of the power and voltage equations using the two-bus model has also 

limited the concepts and methodologies adopted to obtain line indices with limited 

developments using alternative concepts. The use of concepts such as impedance 

matching during maximum power transfer which have predominantly been utilised in 

bus stability index methods [39] may also be desirable. 

Therefore, this chapter builds on the previous concepts and methodologies in 

developing line voltage stability indicators considering shunt branch admittances using 

a two-bus equivalent 𝜋 model of a transmission line. The proposed index is based on 

the ratio of the load current flowing in a line to the expected fault current [89,90] 

flowing in the same branch. The criterion for identifying the proximity to voltage 

collapse is based on impedance matching theory and does not require an equivalent 
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Thevenin model to detect instability. The proposed approach is mathematically simple 

and hence computationally efficient thereby improving the robustness and cost 

effectiveness of existing index-based approaches for online static stability assessment. 

The developed method can be utilised for online voltage stability monitoring using 

local measurements to determine the condition of voltage stability and available 

margins at a given operating condition. The proposed static line index can also be 

reformulated as a bus-based index and therefore provides flexibility in identifying 

critical lines and weak buses of a given network expanding evaluation capability. The 

next section summarises the methodology of the developed line index. 

 

4.1 Development of static stability indices for voltage 

instability monitoring based on impedance matching two-

bus equivalent models 

4.1.1 Equivalent two-bus 𝝅 model and impedance matching  

As previously discussed, the proposed indices utilise a two-bus equivalent 𝜋 model 

methodology where sending and receiving end voltages, system admittance and bus 

impedance (𝑍𝑏𝑢𝑠) matrix parameters are evaluated to identify the voltage instability 

condition of the network. The developed index utilises a 𝜋 transmission line model to 

account for both series and shunt branch parameters to further enhance the inaccuracies 

inherent in existing two bus methods [14,36,87] which have neglected shunt effects.  

In this approach the underlying theory for voltage instability identification is based on 

impedance matching concepts where the equivalent Thevenin impedance and load 

impedance at a bus are equated and regarded as the criterion of instability detection. 

The next section outlines the concepts and methodology adopted to develop proposed 

line stability indicator.  
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Figure 4.1 Simple two-bus equivalent π transmission line model 

Assuming a simplified two-bus equivalent network shown in figure 4.1, the nodal 

current injections can be described from 

 𝐼𝑏𝑢𝑠 = 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑉 

 

(4.1) 

Where 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠 is the system admittance matrix and 𝑉 is the complex bus voltages across 

a given network. Alternatively, system currents can be described in terms of the 

complex current injections [47] flowing in the branches where 

 𝐼𝑏𝑟 = 𝑌𝑗𝑉𝑗 

 

(4.2) 

Here, the parameter 𝑌𝑗 can be regarded as the system branch admittance matrix which 

relate the bus voltages to the branch currents across the network. The network 

admittance elements can be obtained from 

 𝑌𝑗 = 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑖 + 𝑌𝑗𝑗𝐶𝑗 

 

(4.3) 

Where 𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑗 are connection matrices used to define the system admittance matrix and 

the connectivity of the buses in the system. From the two-bus system shown, the bus 

admittance matrix is described using 

 

𝑌𝑏𝑟 = [
𝑦𝑠 + 𝑗

𝑏𝑐

2
−𝑦𝑠

−𝑦𝑠 𝑦𝑠 + 𝑗
𝑏𝑐

2

] 

 

 

(4.4) 

Where 
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𝑦𝑠 =

1

𝑟𝑠 + 𝑗𝑥𝑠
 

 

 

(4.5) 

Using equations (4.2), ( 4.3) and (4.4) ,the branch current injections seen at the 

receiving end bus is given as 

  

𝐼𝑏𝑟 = 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑗𝑉𝑗 + 𝑌𝑗𝑗𝐶𝑗𝑉𝑗 

 

(4.6) 

 

 
𝐼𝑏𝑟 = (−𝑦𝑠𝐶𝑖 + (𝑦𝑠 + 𝑗

𝑏𝑐

2
)𝐶𝑗) ∗ 𝑉𝑗 

 

(4.7) 

As previously mentioned, the motivation behind this work is to develop an approach 

to detect and identify the voltage stability state of the system in terms of the lines and 

buses in the network. When a system is gradually loaded and approaches its steady-

state stability limit, it is assumed that the magnitudes of the load impedances of the 

network approach the equivalent source impedance quantities of the connecting buses. 

At the theoretical critical stability condition the voltage drops across the lines become 

equal in magnitude to the receiving end bus voltages [44] which result in a net active 

power decrease at the associated bus. This critical stability condition can be described 

by   

 

 𝑍𝐿

𝑍𝑡ℎ
= 1 

 

 

(4.8) 

Where 𝑍𝐿 and 𝑍𝑡ℎ are the equivalent load and Thevenin impedances as seen from a 

load bus respectively. 

This impedance matching condition refers to the maximum theoretical power transfer 

a line can sustain [44] prior to the network reaching a critical network state. Equation 

(4.8) shows that when the load impedance reaches the equivalent system Thevenin 

impedance, the network reaches its steady-state stability limit. In other words, when 

the load current flowing in the line or branch becomes equal in magnitude to the 
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expected fault current level flowing in the line, the network reaches an unstable state 

and system voltage collapse occurs. This can be described mathematically by 

 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
=

|𝐼𝑏𝑟|

|𝐼𝑓𝑙|
 

 

(4.9) 

4.1.2 Line current index stability indicator 

The proposed index simply states that when the ratio of the load current flowing in the 

line and the magnitude of the expected fault current level [90] (for a fault at the 

receiving end bus) flowing in the same line is unity, the critical stability condition is 

reached. In order to develop a suitable stability index for the given problem, the use of 

static techniques and methodologies is employed. The authors in [90, 91] propose 

formulae for the calculation of expected fault currents flowing in the system so as to 

incorporate fault level constraints in a standard OPF procedure for DG capacity 

allocation [91]. In order to quantify the network fault current levels, the authors 

propose an approach that relates OPF variables to the expected fault currents flowing 

in the lines for a fault at bus f. This is illustrated in figure 4.2 for a fault at the receiving 

end bus. The application of the expected fault current method is adopted in this work 

to quantify a line voltage stability index based on the ratio of branch currents to the 

expected fault current assuming a fault at the receiving end bus. The expected fault 

current  of a line can be described using [90, 91] 

 

 
𝐼𝑖𝑗

𝑓 =
= (𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑗𝑓)𝑉𝑓

𝑧𝑖𝑗
 

 

 

(4.10) 
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of expected fault current calculation 

 
𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 =

𝑍𝑖𝑓

𝑍𝑓𝑓
 

 

 

(4.11) 

Where 𝐼𝑖𝑗
𝑓  is the fault current flowing in line i,j for a fault at bus f. 𝑉𝑖 is the prefault 

sending end voltage phasor for bus i, 𝑉𝑗 Is the receiving end voltage phasor for bus j . 

𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓, 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑗𝑓 are fault sensitivity factors [90,91] for lines i,f,  and j,f,. 𝑉𝑓 is the prefault 

voltage phasor at the faulted bus, 𝑧𝑖𝑗 is the line impedance for line i,j. 𝑍𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑍𝑓𝑓 are 

elements of the bus impedance matrix (where 𝑍𝑏𝑢𝑠 = 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠
−1 ) 

Assuming a fault occurs at the receiving end bus 𝑉𝑗, equation (4.10) can now be 

described as  

 

 
𝐼𝑖𝑗

𝑗 =
(𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗

𝑧𝑖𝑗
 

 

(4.11) 

 

From equations 4.2, 4.9 and 4.11 the proposed LCI is defined as 

 
𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑘 =

|𝐼𝐿𝑧𝑖𝑗|

|(𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗|
 

 

 

(4.12) 

The line current index considering line shunt susceptance for the two-bus 𝜋 model 

shown is given as 
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𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑘 =
(−𝑦𝑠𝐶𝑖 + (𝑦𝑠 + 𝑗

𝑏𝑐

2 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑗𝑉𝑗

𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗
 

 

 

(4.13) 

The proposed index termed the Line Current Index (LCI) for an arbitrary line 𝑘 can be 

employed to quantify the voltage stability state of a line at a given loading 

condition and identify the critical branches in the system. The index value varies 

between 0 and 1 and at the maximum loading condition reaches unity i.e. 𝑍𝐿 = 𝑍𝑡ℎ.  

The index is able to assess the stability condition of a network using steady-state 

quantities (static analysis) with minimal computation efforts. This simple approach 

therefore allows voltage stability assessment in a fast and efficient manner and can be 

utilised as a screening tool for online voltage stability applications. The physical 

significance of equation 4.12 shows that when the voltage drop across a line 

(numerator) becomes equal in magnitude to the receiving end bus voltage 

(denominator) then then the stability limit [44] is reached. This further illustrates the 

improved approach in the developed index as the physical meaning behind the method 

is easily interpretable relative to previously developed line indices  

From the proposed index the available loading margin (difference between current and 

critical loading of a load bus) can be quantified using 

 𝐼 𝐿 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 = (1 − 𝐿𝐶𝐼) ∗ 𝐼𝑓𝑙  (4.14) 

 

 
𝑀𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉𝑖𝑉𝑗 − 𝑉𝑗
2 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗

2 cos 𝜃

𝑧𝑖𝑗
 

(4.15) 

This can also be expressed in terms of available active and reactive power margins at 

a given loading condition and can be described by 

 
𝑀𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉𝑖𝑉𝑗 − 𝑉𝑗
2 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗

2 sin 𝜃

𝑧𝑖𝑗
 

(4.16) 

The proposed line index can also be expressed in terms of a bus-based index and is 

termed the bus current index (BCI) in this work. This is defined as the ratio of the total 

branch current injections flowing into a bus to the total expected branch fault current 

flowing into the same bus which satisfies the impedance matching condition during 
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maximum power transfer. When this index becomes unity, the bus under study is said 

to have reached its critical state (line impedance equates load impedance). This is 

defined as 

 
𝐵𝐶𝐼 =

∑ 𝐼𝑏𝑟 𝑗
𝑁𝑏𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑠
𝑖=1

∑ 𝐼𝑓𝑙
𝑁𝑏𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑠

𝑖=1

 
(4.17) 

Where 𝑁𝑏𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑠 is the number of branch injections flowing into a bus j, 𝐼𝑏𝑟 is the branch 

current flowing during normal loading and 𝐼𝑓𝑙 is the expected fault current flowing in 

a branch for a fault at the receiving end bus. This expression can also be descried as 

 
𝐵𝐶𝐼 =

∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑗𝑉𝑗
2 + 𝑌𝑗𝑗𝐶𝑗𝑉𝑗

2𝑵𝒃𝒓 𝒃𝒖𝒔
𝒋=𝟏

∑ (𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − (𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 1)𝑉𝑗
𝑵𝒃𝒓 𝒃𝒖𝒔
𝒋=𝟏

 
(4.18) 

 

4.1.3 Constant PQ and PV DG modelling 

To evaluate the impact of distributed generation operating modes on steady-state 

voltage stability and index performance [3], simplified steady-state DG models are 

chosen to illustrate constant power factor and constant voltage control modes. As 

voltage instability occurs following a steady-state operating condition, simple load 

flow modelling methodologies are adopted to model DG as PV and PQ nodes [92]. 

Constant power factor DG models are therefore modelled as negative loads and 

constant voltage DG modelled as PV generator nodes[92]. In the event the reactive 

power limit of the PV generator is reached (governed by setting the power factor 

limits), the reactive injection is fixed at the limiting value and operates as a PQ 

generator (constant power factor mode). 

4.1.4 SST model 

Solid state transformers or smart transformers [93-96] are offering a promising 

solution relative to traditional low frequency transformers in terms of improving the 

efficiency and operation of power systems. Currently a number of trial projects have 

been implemented to facilitate the integration of LCTs in UK distribution networks. In 

addition to the voltage conversion inherent in transformer functionality, SSTs are able 

to offer both AC and DC supplies in their low voltage terminals and therefore reduce 

system losses occurring with the conversion to DC. The capability of load sharing with 
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other conventional transformers (and SSTs) can be regarded as an additional capability 

achieved by SSTs. At the HV terminals, SSTs are able to inject and absorb reactive 

power and therefore also offer voltage control functionality to the HV network (as a 

function of the SST rating). Depending on the prevailing network condition a reactive 

power setpoint is sent to the SST controller (analogous to STATCOM operation), 

however the amount of reactive power that can be controlled is dependent on the LV 

demand. The maximum availability of reactive power that can be injected or absorbed 

from the system is given by 

 
𝑄𝑆𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ±√𝑆𝑆𝑇 

2 − 𝑃𝐿
2 

 

(4.19) 

The overall implementation of the SST is essentially comprised of three stages and are 

summarised as follows [96]. The first stage is a conventional AC/DC rectifier in which 

the incoming AC supply is transformed into its DC equivalent prior to a second DC 

conversion (stage 2) to a lower voltage level. This LVDC system is again converted to 

an AC equivalent in order to satisfy the LVAC supply and hence achieve the desired 

transformation functionality (stage 3).  

The voltage control/reactive injection functionality of SSTs in the HV network may 

be regarded inherent to the operation of STATCOM units (see figure 4.3) where the 

injection and absorption of reactive power is dictated by a droop characteristic initiated 

by the exceedance of a deadband value and is essentially controlled via an external 

control system. The voltage measurements or setpoints determine the output reactive 

power required to maintain the network voltages within statuary values. In this regard, 

connection of SSTs to weak HV feeders may offer additional solutions to the voltage 

management issue during weak network conditions inherent in long radial lines and 

also support voltage stability performance. 
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Figure 4.3 SST/STATCOM voltage control performance 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Three-stage solid state transformer model 

The authors in [96] propose a two-terminal SST model suitable for power flow 

calculations and steady-state analysis. The approach models a three-stage smart 

transformer configuration (as shown in figure 4.4) consisting of an MV stage, an 

isolation stage and an LV stage that includes bidirectional functionality. The SST is 

modelled as a two terminal element where the MV and LV sides are decoupled and 

are therefore able to separately supply the MV and LV networks (figure 4.5). The MV 

stage is modelled as a load element consisting of the active power demanded by the 

LV side plus the losses across the transformer. The LV side is modelled as a constant 

voltage source serving the associated LV demand through active and reactive power 
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injection to the LV system. This two-terminal model is slightly modified for this study 

in order to include the reactive power capability of a smart transformer at the HV side 

and is achieved through the addition of a capacitive element across the HV terminal 

and is therefore able to inject reactive power to the HV network and hence simulate 

the HV AC reactive capability of the SST on its HV side. With SST being an emerging 

component in providing reactive power injection and voltage control functionality in 

HV networks, the evaluation on its impact on voltage stability is studied in this section. 

This model would later be utilized to assess its impact on the proposed static stability 

index. A number of studies are conducted to implement and evaluate the performance 

of the SST power flow model for load flow, voltage regulation, and voltage stability 

analysis and are summarised below 

 

Figure 4.5 Simplified equivalent two terminal SST model (average model) [96] 

The IEEE 14 bus network was selected to validate the performance of the SST model 

described. In this study, the transformer connecting buses 5 and 6 is removed and 

replaced with the SST model. The synchronous compensator connected at bus 6 is also 

disabled to evaluate reactive injection capability of the SST only. Reactive 

compensation is varied between 30-100 MVAR to study its impact on the system. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the voltage profile of the network when different reactive 

injection values are supplied from the SST. The general trend shows that for increasing 

reactive power injections, the overall system voltage profile is seen to proportionately 

increase. The highest increases in bus voltages is shown to occur at buses 4 and 5 as 
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they are in close proximity to the injection source (SST HV terminal). Other adjacent 

buses (9,10,11) at the MV side are also seen to experience higher voltage magnitudes 

whilst generator buses are shown to be unaffected (buses 1,2 and 3). It can therefore 

be deduced that the SST reactive power injection magnitude provides an improvement 

in system voltage profiles for load buses.  

Figure 4.6 Impact of increasing SST reactive power capability on the system voltage 

profile 

A PV study was also applied to the test network to illustrate the reactive power 

capability of the SST model at different MVAR injections and its overall impact on 

the knee point of the PV curve. Figure 4.7 shows the PV characteristic at bus 5 which 

illustrates that for increasing reactive injection from the SST terminal the overall knee 

point of the PV curve is seen to increase which improves the critical loadability for 

bus 5. This generally illustrates the ability for SST reactive injection functionality to 

Figure 4.7 Bus 5 PV curve at different SST reactive power injection magnitudes 
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improve voltage stability performance across the network and enhance system 

strength. The overall improvement in the knee point of the PV curve is shown to be 

impacted at a proportional rate with increasing MVAR injection with the reactive 

injection varied between 30 and 100 MVARs. This shows that increased reactive 

power capability from an SST can improve the system performance as the maximum 

power that can be supplied to the buses is increased. 

The next section evaluates the performance of the proposed method using a number of 

test networks and is compared against existing line index methods 

4.2 Testing and validation studies of the proposed line 

stability index  

4.2.1 Study description and test networks  

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed static line index, a continuation 

power flow study is applied to determine the knee point across system and identify the 

critical stability points of the load buses. Active and reactive loading at each bus is 

increased from base load by a factor 2.5 until maximum loadability is reached 

indicating system voltage collapse. The developed LCI index is calculated from 

equation (4.13) and performance evaluated using a number of case studies and 

compared against existing line indices previously described. Case studies investigate 

the effects of load power factors (modelled as constant power loads), transmission X/R 

ratios, DG control modes (constant voltage/constant power factor), penetration levels 

and SST power flow models on index performance. The developed LCI is evaluated 

using the IEEE 30 bus and IEEE 118 bus test systems. 

 

4.2.2 Impact of active and reactive loading on the developed index 

for the IEEE 30 bus system  

In this study, active and reactive loading is increased on all load buses until system 

voltage collapses via a continuation power flow with LCI calculated at each load 

increment. Figure 4.8 illustrates the LCI characteristic for bus 20. As system loading 

is increased, the branch currents flowing in the lines approach the expected fault 

current values and at maximum loadability, the currents become equal in magnitude 
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illustrating the stability limit is reached. A loading multiplier as a function of initial or 

base case loading is utilized to measure system loading at a given operating point. It 

can also be seen that at higher loading levels, the rate at which the index increases 

become higher as the system approaches the knee point of the PV curve or maximum 

loading condition. The figure also illustrates different trajectories for active and 

reactive loading. This shows that the nature of the load impacts the overall 

characteristic of the index at a given loading condition. Further studies will evaluate 

the impact of different load power factors on index performance. At a given loading 

point or operating condition, the index value generally shows the proximity to collapse 

or available loading margin. When the critical limit is reached, the line index 

approaches unity. This characteristic differs for each line as the respective fault current 

levels and corresponding branch currents are not equal in value. It can be seen that line 

25 exhibits highest criticality and is therefore the weakest relative to lines 9 and 31 as 

the corresponding LCI value is maximum at the stability limit. Lines 25 and 31 are 

bothc onsidered critical for both active and reactive loading whilst line 9 remains stable 

(LCI< 1) for both loading conditions. It can also be observed that at a given loading 

point, the lines closer to instability can be identified (indicated by higher index 

magnitudes).  
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Figure 4.8 LCI index performance for (i) active and (ii) reactive loading at bus 20 

 

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the impact of active and reactive loading on line indices 

across the branches for loading at buses 15, 20 and 30. For the active loading case, 

lines 10 and 26 have been identified as the critical lines in all bus loading scenarios. 

Active loading at bus 20 has additionally identified a critical line for line 31. Similarly, 

different critical lines are identified for reactive loading at the selected buses. This 

shows that loading at various buses impacts the stability performance differently for a 

given network. It can also be observed that the number of critical lines identified for 

the reactive loading case illustrates lower stability performance than in the case for 

active loading. This can be justified as the higher transmission of reactive power results 

in larger voltage drops across the system resulting in lower stability margins when 

compared to the active power loading case. In other words, increased reactive power 

demand would reduce the maximum active power transmission capability of the 

network as a result of larger drops across the system which moves the system closer 

to the knee point of the power-voltage curve. 
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Figure 4.9 System line stability indices using developed method for active loading at 

buses 15, 20 and 30 

 

Figure 4.10 System line stability indices using developed method for reactive loading 

at bus 20 

Results also illustrate the LCI index demonstrates improved accuracy and is 

comparable in performance relative to existing line index methods (Table 4.1). For the 

majority of the selected lines, at the critical stability condition the index values 

approach a value of 1 pu. Table 4.1 shows the LCI index exhibits similar performance 

characteristics to the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 indicator as the values of the lines are similar in magnitude. 

The LQP index estimates lower values at the stability limit (e.g. line 10) illustrating 

inferior performance in comparison the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 and LCI indices, as they approach the 

theoretical limit of 1 for a critical line. This generally indicates the effectiveness of 

LCI in determining the correct value of the index of a line at the stability limit.  
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Table 4.1 Comparison of line stability indices of selected lines for the IEEE 30 bus 

network 

Line  LCI  𝐋𝐦𝐧 LQP  

8  1.01294  0.80132  0.52015  

10  1.01381  1.16427  0.64228  

12  0.95030  1.44930  0.59946  

15  0.86119  1.09019  0.81820  

20  0.91549  1.00449  0.18541  

26  1.14637  1.19054  0.14231  

31  1.06876  0.85836  0.26430  

34  1.58006  0.40093  0.22185  

39  1.10584  0.58957  0.26968  

 

 

Figure 4.11 Comparison of system line indices against developed LCI index 

From figure 4.12 as system load is gradually increased the indices follow a similar 

trajectory as the system approaches its stability limit, with both 𝐿𝑚𝑛 and LCI reaching 

an index value of 1.16427 and 1.01381 respectively. The index trajectory shows a 

linear characteristic up to a loading multiplier of 2 pu with the rate of increase 

becoming non-linear up to the collapse point. Both the LQP and FVSI settle at a value 

of 0.65 illustrating the critical condition does not reach the theoretical of 1. Similarly, 
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for line 26, both the 𝐿𝑚𝑛  and LCI indicators reach a value of 1.19054 and 

1.14637 respectively at the stability limit and both methods correctly identify the 

critical line. The LQP index exhibits a lower value for line 26 illustrating a 

misclassification of a critical line. Figure 4.13 illustrates the LCI characteristic for lines 

15,26 and 38 from base case to critical loading with lines 26 and 38 identified as critical 

lines. Relative to existing line index methods (FVSI, Lmn, LQP), the proposed LCI 

obtains comparable values at the stability limit and follows a similar trajectory from 

base case to critical loadability, and is able to reach/exceed the theoretical stability 

indicating a critical condition is reached. The approach incorporates shunt admittance 

and susceptance parameters in index calculation (equation 4.13) which have been 

neglected in existing methods illustrating improved performance. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Comparison of line index performance vs system loading for line 10 
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of LCI index and system loading for lines 15, 26,38 

 

4.2.3 Comparison of index performance in the IEEE 118 bus test 

system against 𝑳𝒎𝒏, LQP and FVSI indices 

 Similar to the previous study, voltage stability assessment via continuation power 

flow was performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed index relative to 

existing line indices for the IEEE 118 test network (figure 4.14). Results generally 

indicate the accuracy and improved performance of the LCI index when compared to 

the existing indices under a number of operating conditions. Table 4.2 shows the index 

values for LCI, LQP and 𝐿𝑚𝑛 or lines 164-186. The indices in this scenario are 

generally very comparable in magnitude across all the lines relative to the previous 

test case which demonstrates the scalability and accuracy of the proposed approach for 

larger network stability assessment. It can also be seen that the index values across the 

lines are relatively lower than in the previous test case indicating a generally more 

stable system as the indices do not reach the critical stability limit across the network. 

This illustrates that the LCI method can be a reliable indicator in determining the 

proximity to voltage collapse for large networks at a given loading condition and is 

able to identify the available stability margins at a given loading condition. This is 

illustrated in figures 4.15a and 4.15b with active and reactive margins calculated from 

(15) and (16) respectively 
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Figure 4.14 IEEE 118 bus test network 

Table 4.2 Comparison of line stability indices for the IEEE 118 bus network for lines 

164-186 

Line  LCI  𝑳𝒎𝒏 LQP  

164  0.64947  0.67941  0.63045  

165  0.62164  0.65931  0.49560  

166  0.73851  0.76977  0.52875  

167  0.67637  0.51448  0.45393  

168  0.97627  0.35067  0.13296  

169  0.31118  0.23655  0.11995  

170  0.41557  0.91575  0.30216  

171  0.25415  0.02158  0.00985  

172  0.53349  1.03857  0.33580  

173  0.40045  0.04085  0.01201  
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174  0.67496  1.24852  0.68065  

175  0.87439  4.49486  0.31794  

176  0.33408  0.00000  0.00032  

177  0.58887  1.45729  0.11226  

178  0.09156  0.00000  0.00002  

179  0.16558  0.00000  0.00360  

180  0.05912  0.02529  0.02557  

181  0.19465  0.07654  0.07114  

182  0.05578  0.01147  0.01035  

183  0.18507  0.00000  0.00000  

184  0.13638  0.14788  0.14690  

185  0.15824  0.11730  0.11279  

186  0.18539  0.12567  0.11731  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4.15 Available (a) MW and (b) MVAr margins at critical loadability condition 

Figures 4.16a and 4.16b show that both the FVSI and LQP indices follow a similar 

trajectory to the LCI in terms of identifying the index values across the branches in the 

network. Both methods identify the critical lines (as indicated by index values of 1) 

but a general improvement in the performance of the LCI can be seen as the values of 

the indices are relatively high across all the lines during the simulated stressed 

condition when compared to the LQP and FVSI methods. These approaches are able 

to identify the lines whose indices are greater than 1 (critical) lines but the ability to 

determine the stability margins of the non-critical lines is generally less accurate (as 

indicated by the low index values). Similar to the IEEE 30 bus system test case, the 

LCI method produces similar index magnitudes to the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 approach and follow a 

similar characteristic across all the branches in the system. This is illustrated in figure 

4.16c. This further demonstrates the proposed approach as a more reliable indicator 

when compared to the LQP and FVSI indices in assessing the stability condition and 

associated margins at a given loading condition.    
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Figure 4.16 System line stability index performance for the IEEE 118 bus network 

against (a) FVSI (b) LQP index (c) Lmn index 

  

Figure 4.17 illustrates the characteristic of line 164 for different line 

stability index values when the system is gradually increased to its stability limit. 
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Indices LCI, LQP and FVSI exhibit comparable characteristics as they start at a low 

index value at base load and proportionately increase to a maximum value at the 

critical loading condition. It should also be noted that despite the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 index exhibiting 

a different index characteristic, at the stability limit, it settles at a value of 0.679 and 

is comparable in magnitude to the LCI (0.649) and LQP (0.630) indices indicating 

good accuracy for a large network model. This illustrates the proposed approach is 

accurately able to determine index values for large networks for both critical and stable 

line conditions. The method also incorporates indices (LCI) in the OPF that account 

for shunt branch admittances which have not been previously utilized in index-based 

VSCOPF methods and is addressed in chapter 5. 

 

Another advantage of this approach is its ability to assess stability conditions using 

steady-state parameters with minimal computation efforts. The LCI approach can 

therefore be used as a screening tool to identify the critical lines in the network and 

assist in taking corrective actions to improve stability performance 

and associated margins. As the index considers voltage and active power variation 

(through load and fault level calculation), in addition to the modelling of line shunt 

capacitance (from system admittance and bus impedance matrices), the approach can 

be regarded more accurate in capturing the stability condition and proximity to voltage 

collapse.  

 

With the forecasted decline in network short circuit levels, risks of voltage instability 

are seen to be higher as a result of reduced power transfer capability and reactive 

resource availability. Accurate, reliable methods and tools in determining the stability 

condition of the network using stability indices can support maintaining the network 

below its steady-state stability limit through corrective and preventive action. The 

methodology of the proposed method is drawn from quasi steady-state analysis 

techniques and is based on the concept of impedance matching during voltage 

instability. The developed approach can potentially be used in other applications 

where the stability condition of the network can be improved through corrective action 

to enhance stability margins across the system. This methodology of utilising stability 

indicators has predominantly been used in power system optimisation problems 
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including DG placement and stability-constrained optimal power flow formulations 

[58, 59]. 

 

Figure 4.17 Line stability index characteristic vs system loading for line 164 

 4.2.4 Impact of transmission X/R ratio on line index performance 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of the developed index with 

varying X/R ratio to simulate the effect of longer transmission distances and weaker 

network connections to the main power grid. The study also aims to evaluate the 

impact of X/R ratios on steady-state stability using the developed line index. For this 

case, line X/R ratios are varied between 2-10 and the resulting indices plotted against 

system loading and LCI magnitudes assessed at the critical condition for the branches 

in the network. From figure 4.18, it can be seen varied X/R ratios have negligible 

effects on the magnitudes of the indices, as all indicate a critical condition for line 25. 

However higher X/R ratios have a significant impact on the maximum loadability 

condition with larger X/R ratios resulting in lower maximum power transfers for the 

line under study. With higher transmission reactances, larger voltage drops are seen 

across the network causing a reduced active power transfer capability. Larger line 

reactances result in weaker network connections producing lower system short circuit 

levels which impose lower stability margins. This illustrates that in future network 

scenarios, lower short circuit levels from synchronous generation displacement may 

also result in similar reduced stability performance conditions as the system is weaker. 
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Figure 4.18 Impact of transmission X/R ratios on stability performance utilising LCI 

for line 25 

 

Figure 4.19 Impact of X/R ratios on system LCI indices 

Figure 4.19 shows the impact of line X/R ratios on index magnitudes across the 

branches in the system under study. Similar to the previous assessment, the overall 

trend shows reduced system stability performance for larger X/R ratios. This relation 

can be regarded as proportional as higher line reactance and corresponding larger drops 
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and losses reduce the overall transfer capability of the system. However, the influence 

of X/R ratios is not uniform with some regions in the network experiencing reduced 

index magnitudes having higher margins and exhibiting improved stability 

performance than with low X/R ratios. From the figure, non-critical lines are seen to 

show improved stability performance with larger X/R ratios whilst critical lines result 

in larger index magnitudes for a given X/R value. However the overall trend shows 

significant reduction in the maximum transfer capability of the lines irrespective of its 

proximity to collapse as discussed in the previous study. 

 

4.2.5 Impact of SST, constant voltage and constant power factor DG 

models and penetration levels on index performance 

From the previously described SST load flow model, a study was conducted on the 

IEEE 14 bus network to evaluate the impact of SST reactive capability on the 

developed LCI . The study methodology, similar to the previously described SST study 

involved replacement of the conventional transformer between buses 5 and 6 with the 

SST. Reactive injections at the HV terminal (bus 5) are varied between 30-100 

MVARs with index values compared with no SST installed. Figure 4.20 illustrates the 

LCI performance with and without SST compensation injected in the system. A 

proportional reduction in index values can be seen for line 12 with increasing injection 

as it is in close proximity to the SST location, however the line is seen to remain in a 

critical condition. The criticality of line 12 is shown to be lower with no SST connected 

with the system becoming more unstable with the SST connected at the same location. 

There is an overall reduction in the calculated expected fault current in line 12 as the 

previously connected compensator model at bus 6 was disabled resulting in a weaker 

system condition and hence higher index values are reached relative to the 

compensated network model with no SST connected. This illustrates that SSTs may 

not be effective in providing sufficient reactive compensation functions for stability 

enhancement and may be more suitable for voltage regulation and voltage profile 

improvement, however increased reactive compensation from SSTs may further 

facilitate increased DG capacity integration capability. Placement and sizing of 

compensation equipment including shunt capacitors, FACTs and condensers at 
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specified weak buses may therefore be more effective for instability prevention as 

stability phenomena is a localised network condition. 

 

Figure 4.20 Impact of SST reactive injection on LCI performance 

As previously mentioned, the purpose of the following study is to evaluate the 

performance of the developed indicator against various types of distributed generator 

models and operating modes. With the expected increase in DG penetration, operating 

at various control modes, the overall influence system stability and on the 

characteristic of line stability indices is investigated in this study. As discussed in the 

previous sections, the models employed rely on incorporating DG modelling 

methodologies adopted in steady-state analysis studies. In this regard, generic PV and 

PQ distributed generator models are utilised to simulate constant voltage and constant 

power factor control operating modes. As addressed in the previous chapters, 

depending on DG technology (inverter based, induction or synchronous), the control 

circuit functionality can either control P and V independently (PV model) or control P 

and Q independently for a constant power factor (PQ) model. Both steady-state models 

are incorporated in this study to evaluate the impact on the proposed line stability 

indicator. The PQ model is taken as a negative load whilst the PV generator utilizes a 

conventional voltage source model as described previously. 

 

The studies investigated in this section aim to compare the performance of DG models 

with respect to the voltage stability index developed in this work. The overall influence 

of DG penetration levels on system stability performance and its effect on the index 
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characteristic at various operating conditions will also be studied. The IEEE 30 bus 

network will be utilised in this section to perform associated assessments. DG models 

are connected at bus 13 replacing the active and reactive power generation of the 

conventional unit connected at the bus and neighbouring nodes are studied to evaluate 

voltage stability performance via the developed index.  

 

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 illustrate the impact of multiple DG models at various operating 

modes on the network voltage profile (at the critical condition) and system PV curve 

respectively. Incorporating PV models has the least improvement in system voltage 

profile relative to the PQ DG models. Operating a PQ generator at 0.95 power factor 

provides additional reactive support and results in higher voltages across the network. 

It can therefore be seen that PQ models can achieve stiffer bus voltages at a given 

loading condition. In terms of voltage stability improvement, the adoption of constant 

voltage generator models result in higher active power transfers when compared to no 

DGs connected in the network. Conversely the use of constant power factor models 

cause a significant reduction in the voltage stability margins and reach their respective 

critical state at higher voltage magnitudes. Having the PQ generator operating at 0.95 

power factor increases the maximum loading capability of line 15 as additional 

reactive injection is supplied by the generator, however constant voltage control DG 

models offer improved stability performance overall as higher active power transfers 

can be sustained. It can therefore be deduced the PQ model-based DG would require 

additional reactive compensation to maintain stability margins within acceptable 

limits. 
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Figure 4.21 Voltage profiles under various DG models at the critical condition 

 

Figure 4.22 System PV curve for bus 15 for constant voltage and constant power 

factor DG models 

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 illustrate the impact of the DG control modes (connected at bus 

13) on the performance of the developed line index. As illustrated in the PV study, the 

application of PQ control (negative load model) result in lower active power transfers 

across line 15 with the unity power factor model showing inferior performance as no 

reactive power is injected by the generator. The use of constant voltage models 

demonstrates a significant improvement in the maximum loadability of the system 

however the impact of the DG models on the magnitude of the index at the critical 

condition is less severe. From figure 13, the impact of PV DG models results in 

relatively lower indices across the system illustrating improved stability performance 
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relative to constant PQ models. As with the previous studies, higher power transfers 

can be achieved when utilising PV models on neighbouring nodes and across the 

overall network. DGs operating at various power factors have negligible effect on the 

magnitude of the indices across the system at the critical condition. The application of 

reactive compensation from alternative sources (shunt capacitors, STATCOM, etc.) 

can therefore be more effective in improving system stability when operating DGs at 

constant power factor modes. 

 

Figure 4.23 Impact of DG model operating mode on system stability utilising 

developed line index 

 

Figure 4.24 Impact of DG operating mode on system LCI indices 

With increasing DG penetration levels, the overall trend shows a proportional 

reduction in system stability performance for line 15 when utilising PQ models (figure 
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4.25). As system loading is gradually increased, the maximum power transfer the line 

can withstand is significantly reduced. In other words, higher penetration of DG (at 

constant power factor modes) can result in weakened system conditions and thus the 

maximum loadability of a line is proportionately reduced. Conversely, the increase of 

PV based DG impacts the network stability characteristic differently than when using 

a PQ based DG.  

  

From figure 4.26, having DG penetration of up to 20% initially improve the associated 

stability margins as the impact on maximum loadability is minimal with 5% 

penetration resulting in lower indices and higher active power transfers. With no DG 

connected, line 15 is seen to remain stable and not reach the critical condition. A 20% 

penetration level or higher results in a critical condition on with proportional reduction 

in the maximum transfer the line can sustain with the worst-case scenario at 50%. 

However, the overall performance of the system utilising constant voltage DG modes 

show improved stability margins and lower index magnitudes at the critical network 

state. From this study, the utilisation of PV models can result in higher DG penetration 

levels and reduced impact on system stability performance when compared to PQ 

operating modes. This also results in lesser reactive compensation requirements to 

maintain stability margins within acceptable limits.  

 

With the expected decline of network short circuit levels due to the displacement of 

large synchronous generation with small scale distributed generation, the overall 

impact can be seen to significantly reduce the steady-state voltage stability capability 

of the network. It can therefore be deduced that regions in the network experiencing 

reduced stability performance (e.g. weak regions) would benefit from increasing 

penetration levels of specific generation technologies operating at constant voltage 

modes as lesser reactive compensation requirements are needed (when compared to 

PQ modes) from other sources connected in the network resulting in reduced operating 

costs.  
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Figure 4.25  Increasing DG penetration levels for constant power factor mode (line 

25) 

 

 

Figure 4.26 Increasing DG penetration levels for constant voltage mode (line 25) 

4.2.6 Testing and validation studies of the proposed bus current 

index (BCI) method 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed bus-based stability index, similar to the 

previous studies, active and reactive loading of all load buses was increased until 

system voltage collapses. The developed BCI is calculated at each loading point from 

(18) where the index performance is evaluated for the IEEE 14 bus and 30 bus test 

systems. Figure 4.27 illustrates the behaviour of the index as loading is increased to 
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the collapse point for buses 5,8 and 14. It can be seen both buses 8 and 14 start at a 

stable point at base case loading and gradually increase with bus 14 reaching instability 

with a final index value of 1.079 pu (at critical loading) and bus 8 remaining stable at 

0.769 pu. Bus 5 is seen to approach the critical limit from base loading and reaches 

1.002 at critical loading. It can therefore be deduced from the figure that both buses 5 

and 14 are weak buses with bus 5 and 14 the strongest and weakest buses. Table 4.3 

summarises the BCI values at the stability limit for the IEEE 14 bus system. 

 

Figure 4.27 Bus current index performance for buses 5, 8, and 14 for the IEEE 14 

bus test system 

Table 4.3 BCI values at the critical condition for the IEEE 14 bus network 

Bus  BCI 

1 0 

2 0.99606 

3 0.98083 

4 1.00541 

5 1.0021 

6 1.00235 

7 0.99136 

8 0.76912 

9 1.01184 

10 0.72376 

11 1.01239 

12 1.37523 

13 1.18221 

14 1.0794 
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Similarly, figure 4.28 shows the index characteristic for buses 12, 26 and 30 when the 

system is loaded to the collapse point. Both buses 26 and 30 are seen to be exceeding 

1 pu BCI value indicating an unstable condition with bus 12 reaching 0.872 pu at the 

critical limit. Both buses 26 and 30 are regarded as the weak buses with bus 26 ranked 

as the weakest in this scenario with the highest BCI magnitude. At base case loading 

both buses 26 and 30 exhibit high BCI values which illustrate a weak bus characteristic 

at low loading conditions.  

 

Figure 4.28  Bus current index performance for buses 12, 26 and 30 for the IEEE 30 

bus test system 

 

4.3 Chapter summary and conclusions 

In this chapter a bus-based and line-based static voltage stability index based on 

impedance matching concepts was presented to evaluate the steady-state instability of 

a network during critical loadability. The developed line current index is based on the 

ratio of the load current flowing in a line to the expected fault current flowing in the 

same line for a fault at the receiving end bus. Similarly, the proposed bus current index 

is based on the ratio of the sum of load current injections into a bus to the sum of 

expected fault current flowing into the same bus. The indices vary between 0 at normal 

loading and 1 at the critical condition and can be utilised to identify the critical lines 

and weak buses in a network. The developed approach is based on a two-bus 

equivalent 𝜋 transmission line model considering shunt susceptance parameters which 
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have been predominantly neglected in two-bus equivalent index methods. The 

developed indices are tested and validated on several test networks and case studies 

with performance compared to existing line-based indices. Enhanced performance of 

the developed index is demonstrated against multiple line index methods which fail to 

identify critical lines in some cases as maximum index values at the stability limit are 

not reached. The impact of DG power factor and constant voltage operating modes and 

SST power flow models on index performance were also reported in this chapter. The 

developed index obtained comparable index values relative to existing methods for 

both small and large networks during critical loadability, accounts for shunt 

susceptance parameters having been previously neglected in existing methods 

illustrating improved performance and can be expressed as both line and bus based 

stability indices, enhancing evaluation capability. 
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5. Development of a constraint-

based and multi-objective 

VSCOPF using a novel static 

line stability index 
 

This chapter proposes an index-based voltage stability-constrained OPF procedure to 

enhance steady-state voltage stability performance during critical loadability through 

re-dispatch of system control variables and components (e.g. synchronous generation, 

shunt capacitors, etc.). In the previous section, a novel line current stability index is 

proposed to evaluate the steady-state voltage stability of a power network under 

stressed system conditions. The proposed VSCOPF procedure incorporates the 

previously developed line current index (LCI) into an optimal power flow formulation 

to achieve secure system operation and improve stability margins through re-dispatch 

of system generation via preventive action. The developed approach implements the 

LCI both as an inequality constraint (constrained based) and a multi-objective (cost 

function) OPF formulation simultaneously minimizing generation costs and line 

indices across the system based on the proposed VSCOPF models. Introducing 

stability indices as inequality constraints for example applies upper and lower bounds 

on the indices as a function of the OPF variables in the model thus constructing a 

constrained-based VSCOPF procedure. An overview of recent methodologies that 

incorporate optimal power flow as a tool for managing emerging network bottlenecks 

in the context of increasing penetration of nonsynchronous generation is given. A 

critical review of existing literature in the application of VSCOPF techniques and 

methods is described in chapter 2 with gaps/shortcomings in existing indexed based 

VSCOPF methods outlined in terms of adopted concepts (e.g. impedance matching, 

power voltage quadratic equation solution) and index accuracy ( neglected shunt 

branch parameters), and how the proposed VSCOPF solution procedure developed in 

this research addresses them.  

The conventional OPF model is briefly reviewed and the proposed VSCOPF model is 

formulated utilising the developed LCI index. The proposed optimisation procedure is 
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tested on the IEEE 30-bus and 118-bus test networks with results compared to existing 

index-based VSCOPF formulations. A discussion of the findings and the main 

conclusions of the studies is also provided. 

As previously described, to meet climate change targets, power systems are 

experiencing a significant increase in the instantaneous penetration of wind and solar 

generation across both transmission and distribution networks. To meet 

decarbonisation objectives, system operators are facing significant operational 

challenges relating to secure and economic management of the system. It has therefore 

become a requirement to adopt a holistic, coordinated approach for managing arising 

technical issues which drive consideration of the development of new tools in the 

control centre environment [97]. Recent challenges regarded as being critical for future 

network operation with high penetration of renewables include reduced system inertia 

and higher RoCoFs following disturbances, lower availability of dispatchable reactive 

power resources and availability of reactive power control, reduced transient stability 

margins and a reduction in short circuit levels which can exacerbate the depth and 

reach of the propagation of voltage dips throughout the system, potentially negatively 

impacting voltage stability, generator (and load) ride-through and possibly 

compromising network and generator protection performance. 

These arising technical challenges have driven the need for the development of online 

tools [97] for safe and secure operation of power systems under high renewable 

penetration. Conventionally, the use of offline studies, tools and model-based 

methodologies have been the adopted approach by system operators for reliable 

network operation. These arising challenges are posing significant complexities and 

operational risks with the intermittency of generation and reliance on offline studies 

can no longer ensure secure, economic system operation. This may also lead to over-

commitment of synchronous generation for the provision of inertia and system strength 

services increasing operational costs and limiting renewable penetration and 

alternative tools are desirable. The development and addition of decision support tools 

has therefore become a major requirement for managing network bottlenecks in real-

time to facilitate high penetration of renewable resources.  
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A number of decision support tools have recently been developed by operators to 

address the aforementioned issues. This includes the real-time monitoring of 

operational metrics including non-synchronous penetration levels, system inertia and 

RoCoF (following disturbances) and wind dispatch tools, allowing real-time control 

of wind-generation levels through localised and global curtailment of generation 

outputs (to manage network constraints)[97]. Other useful tools include a security 

assessment tool which performs real-time security assessments (transient and voltage 

stability), to identify the safe levels of wind generation that can be accommodated. 

This tool makes use of RMS-based models to perform stability (and contingency) 

studies utilising real-time snapshots of the system (retrieved from a state estimator) at 

5 minute intervals. Figure 5.1 shows the overall functionality provided by the wind 

security assessment tool (WSAT[98]). The network data/files are initially pre-

processed (using python scripts) to construct a load flow solution of the given network 

snapshot/operating condition (base case scenario). This is then combined with other 

“files” including contingency lists, system integrity protection schemes, capability 

curves, etc. to undertake static (voltage stability) and dynamic (transient stability) 

assessments which are then displayed at the grid controller workstation. Based on the 

outputs of the security assessments, grid controllers would initiate preventive control 

actions of generators and line flows to restore the system to a secure state through the 

provision of new setpoints. 

 

Figure 5.1 Workflow of an online security assessment tool [97] 
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As previously described in section 2.6.3, optimal power flow has been shown to be an 

effective and robust tool in power system planning and operation (65,66) and has been 

gaining increasing attention in its utilisation in deregulated networks where a number 

of DER resources are integrated in the system. The utilisation of OPF has been 

considered to assisting in solving a wide range of network issues and constraints at 

both transmission and distribution level including thermal, voltage constraints, DER 

and FACTs placement, system stability enhancement, etc [67,70].  

An approach for online power flow management [99] of MV networks is achieved 

through an OPF procedure where DG output is curtailed to alleviate the network during 

thermal overloads. Increasing penetration of DG also risks fault levels on the network 

that the DG is connected to exceeding switchgear fault level make and break limits. 

An approach in [90] implements a fault level constrained OPF mechanism to allocate 

and readjust new and existing distributed generation capacity considering short circuit 

constraints to bring fault levels within switchgear specifications. Recent efforts aim to 

maximise the utilisation of DER resources and the expansion of existing power 

markets through the introduction of new network services[100]. Certain regions in the 

GB power system, for example, require that power transfers be capped from high DER 

penetration regions across major transmission corridors. Under predetermined 

contingencies/outages, low short circuit level conditions arise, limiting power exports 

across long lines (maximum transfers/ stability limits) to avoid system voltage collapse 

[101] which incur cost implications (for managing the constraint). An approach has 

been developed which utilises OPF methodologies to request distribution DER based 

reactive support during network [97, 101] congestions to support transmission 

operation. In this work, the OPF is utilised to provide DER and tap changer setpoints 

at a GSP for reactive power service provision to the SO facilitating 

transmission/distribution operator interaction (regarded as a key 

component/application to the DSO transition[102]). This further illustrates the 

effectiveness in utilising OPF based tools for dispatching network components and 

improve system operation to address system wide constraints in future scenarios under 

high nonsynchronous generator penetration. 

With the expected uptake of inverter-based generation (IBG), issues related to reduced 

short circuit contribution under high penetrations are expected to arise across weak 
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regions. With the need to operate grids close to their operating limits [67] and 

increasingly weakened regions across the network, methods to improve system 

performance are gaining increasing attention[4]. The inclusion of voltage stability 

criteria in OPF models have conventionally been utilised to maintain networks within 

security limits by ensuring adequate stability margins through preventive control 

action and re-dispatching of system components. The incorporation of VSIs in an OPF 

formulation can be an effective approach to improve steady-state stability performance 

due to its simplicity (in modelling voltage stability criteria) and computational 

efficiency and is the methodology adopted in this work. In this chapter, the main 

motivation is therefore to develop a VSCOPF approach suitable for online applications 

where utilisation of index-based methods is chosen as static, RMS-based network 

models can be readily utilised to assess voltage stability and implement a VSCOPF 

solution for preventive action during stressed system conditions. From the previous 

chapter, a line-based LCI index is proposed based on a two-bus equivalent (𝜋 model) 

which incorporate impedance matching concepts and system variable-based 

methodologies considering shunt susceptance effects. The developed approach is 

utilised in this chapter to implement an index based VSCOPF solution procedure 

during stressed, critical loading conditions. The proposed VSCOPF model is evaluated 

against existing index-based methods and performance assessed utilising a number of 

test networks and case studies. 

A summary of the advantages of incorporating the developed LCI index in a VSCOPF 

model and solution procedure include: 

1. Modelling transmission shunt branch parameters through LCI considers a 

𝜋 transmission line model (two-bus) for index evaluation which improves 

accuracy and performance of stability index constraints and criteria imposed in 

the OPF as shunt branch parameters are modelled. These parameters have been 

previously neglected in existing line index based VSCOPF solution 

procedures. 

2. Applying impedance-based stability constraints through LCI is a current based 

approach and is a function of both system loading and fault current levels [90]  

(load and Thevenin impedances). This shows that risks of instability can be 
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directly modelled in the OPF as a function of both maximum loadability and 

short circuit conditions and therefore incorporate stability and fault level 

constraints in the OPF formulation. 

3. Previous impedance-based detection methods have predominantly been 

applied for bus based VSCOPF[103]  formulations and have had limited 

application in line based VSCOPF solution procedures. 

4. Accounting for line charging/susceptance effects via the LCI may reduce 

reactive power dispatch requirements from synchronous generation improving 

operational reactive reserves (for other voltage control services) and 

facilitating localised reactive support thereby reducing system losses.  

5.1 Development of voltage stability-constrained OPF 

procedure utilising a novel static line current stability index 

method  

5.1.1 Conventional OPF formulation 

As previously mentioned, the main motivation in this research is to develop an 

approach to enhance/improve the steady-state stability performance of a network 

through the application of optimisation procedures. This is achieved via redispatch of 

system variables to enhance security margins during stressed system conditions via 

VSCOPF. Reliance on conventional security limits such as bus voltage 

magnitudes/angles and line thermal limits (equality and inequality constraints) may be 

insufficient in ensuring adequate security margins when the network is critically 

stressed or experiencing weak system conditions. In this regard, the incorporation of 

voltage stability criteria in the OPF formulation can address these shortcomings 

through the dispatch of appropriate controls to maintain the system within steady-state 

operating conditions to improve system power transfer capability. This section outlines 

the standard OPF model used to incorporate   voltage stability in the OPF solution 

The generalised AC optimal power flow problem aims to minimise an objective 

function (system losses/generation costs) which can be described using the following 

generalised equations  
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 min 𝑓(𝑥) (5.1) 

Subject to equality constraints 

 𝑔(𝑥) = 0 (5.2) 

equality constraints 

 ℎ(𝑥) = 0 (5.3) 

Inequality constraints and variable bounds 

 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5.4) 

The objective function, the OPF problem aims to minimise to obtain optimal 

generation costs and optimal control setpoints can be described using 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑓𝑝
𝑖

𝑛𝑔

𝑖=0

(𝑃𝑔
𝑖) 

(5.5) 

Where 𝑓𝑝
𝑖(𝑃𝑔

𝑖) is the generation fuel cost function to be minimised. This is subject to 

equality constraints which represent the active and reactive power balance equations 

 𝑃𝐺𝑖
-𝑃𝐷𝑖

= 𝑉𝑖 ∑ 𝑉𝑘(𝐺𝑖𝑘 cos(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑘)𝑁
𝑘=1 +𝐵𝑖𝑘 cos(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑘)) 

 

(5.6) 

 𝑄𝐺𝑖
-𝑄𝐷𝑖

= 𝑉𝑖 ∑ 𝑉𝑘(𝐺𝑖𝑘 sin 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑘)𝑁
𝑘=1 +𝐵𝑖𝑘 sin( 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑘)) (5.7) 

 

𝑃𝐺𝑖
 and 𝑃𝐷𝑖

are the active power generation and demand at bus i. 𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑘 are the voltage 

magnitudes at buses i and k, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜃𝑘 are voltage angles for buses i and k. 𝐺𝑖𝑘and 𝐵𝑖𝑘 

are the conductance and susceptance respectively for lines i,k The inequality 

constraints include the maximum load flowing in the lines 𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝑚𝑎𝑥, active and 

reactive generation limits. Imposed network operating limits also include bus voltage 

magnitudes and angles across the system. 

 |𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝜃, 𝑉𝑚)|-𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0 (5.8) 

 

 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝜃𝑖 ≤ 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥               𝑖 ∈ ℒ𝑟𝑒𝑓 (5.9) 
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 𝑉𝑚
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑉𝑚 ≤ 𝑉𝑚

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥               𝑖 = 1…𝑛𝑏 (5.10) 

 

 𝑃𝑔
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑔 ≤ 𝑃𝑔

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥               𝑖 = 1…𝑛𝑔 (5.11) 

 

 𝑄𝑔
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑄𝑔 ≤ 𝑄𝑔

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥               𝑖 = 1…𝑛𝑔 (5.12) 

 

𝑉𝑚
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛

, 𝑉𝑚
𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥

 represent the upper and lower limits of the bus voltage  

magnitudes and angles respectively and 𝑃𝑔
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑃𝑔

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑄𝑔
𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑄𝑔

𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the upper 

and lower bounds of generation active and reactive power respectively 

5.2 Line current index-based VSCOPF models utilising 

constrained based and multi-objective formulations 

In a general form, voltage stability constrained OPF is a nonlinear, nonconvex large 

scale optimization problem containing discrete and continuous variables [104]. The 

inclusion of voltage stability criteria in an OPF can be modelled using several 

approaches as discussed in the previous section. The application of static indices can 

be utilised to account for system voltage stability limits in an OPF by relating the 

indices to the optimisation vector 𝑥 as a function of the OPF variables (equation (5.13). 

In this work, a novel line current index previously developed is incorporated into the 

OPF model so as to implement a VSCOPF solution. The index-based approach 

incorporates stability conditions as a function of load current flowing in the line to 

expected prevailing fault current level flowing in the same line. This criteria for 

identifying instability is based on the impedance matching condition during maximum 

power transfer (steady-state limit). When the index reaches unity, the line under study 

is said to have reached its critical state and re-dispatch of system variables should be 

initiated via the OPF for preventive control action, thus ensuring voltage security. 

 

𝑥 =

[
 
 
 
𝜃
𝑉𝑚

𝑃𝑔
𝑄𝑔]

 
 
 
 

 

(5.13) 
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Modelling the line index in the optimisation problem can be applied using a number 

of approaches and methodologies. In this work, the LCI index is incorporated both as 

part of the objective function to be minimised in a multi-objective formulation and as 

inequality constraints in the OPF model. These are described in the next section. 

5.2.1 Multiobjective based VSCOPF model 

The previously described line index can be directly incorporated into the OPF 

objective function so as to minimise the total generation cost and total LCI indices 

across the lines of a given network. This can be described using  

 

𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑇 = ∑𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖

𝑁𝐿

𝑖=1

 

 

(5.14) 

Where 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑇  is the total line current index of the lines in the system and 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖 is the line 

current index for line i in a given network. In this regard, the overall objective function 

to be minimised in the optimisation problem is therefore given by 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑓𝑝
𝑖

𝑛𝑔

𝑖=0

(𝑃𝑔
𝑖) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑓𝑐

𝑖

𝑛𝐿

𝑖=0

(𝐿𝐶𝐼𝐿
𝑖) 

 

(5.15) 

Where the additional cost term 𝑓𝑐
𝑖(𝐿𝐶𝐼𝐿

𝑖) in the objective function can be represented 

as a function of the optimisation variables as  

 
𝑓𝑐

𝑖(𝐿𝐶𝐼𝐿
𝑖) =

∑ 𝐼𝐿𝑧𝑖𝑗

∑(𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 − 𝑉𝑓(𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑓 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑗𝑓))
 

 

(5.16) 

5.2.2 LCI-VSCOPF using index-based constraints 

Alternatively, voltage stability criteria can directly be modelled in the OPF as 

inequality constraints so as to maintain stability margins within prespecified limits. As 

the developed LCI is a function of the OPF variables, it can be incorporated in the OPF 

as an algebraic model similar to voltage and thermal limits. The voltage stability state 

of the system can be directly quantified using the LCI at a given loading condition 

with the addition of upper and lower bounds to ensure steady-state stability during 

maximum loadability. The inequality constraints in the given problem can be described 

by 
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 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖 ≤ 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5.17) 

Where 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the upper and lower bounds of the LCI index. 

5.3 Testing and validation of the developed VSCOPF 

models 

5.3.1 IEEE 30 bus network 

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed VSC-OPF models, a number of case 

studies are investigated on the IEEE 30 bus system previously described. Network load 

and generation is uniformly increased at each bus until the steady-state stability limit 

is reached. The proposed models are applied at the stressed condition in order to 

enhance the stability performance of the network through re-dispatch of system 

components. The proposed constrained-based and multi-objective model 

performances are compared against the application of a standard OPF solution in 

addition to existing index-based VSCOPF methods during the described stressed 

operating condition. A summary of the bus voltages, active and reactive power demand 

at the critical condition with no VSCOPF solution implemented is shown in table 5.1 

Table 5.1 Bus voltages and active/reactive loading at the critical condition (PV knee 

point) 

Bus 

Voltage 

magnitude 

(pu) 

Voltage angle 

(degrees) 

Active power 

(MW) 

Reactive power 

(MVAR) 

1 1 0 0 0 

2 1 -5.4420 124.280 72.7358 

3 0.7838 -11.5257 13.7453 6.87267 

4 0.7490 -14.297 -43.5269 -9.1635 

5 0.7465 -16.9745 0 0 

6 0.6503 -21.8927 0 0 

7 0.5897 -26.9421 130.5808 62.4267 

8 0.5027 -29.6805 171.8168 171.8168 

9 0.7704 -33.5368 0 0 

10 0.8432 -38.2137 33.21792 11.4544 

11 0.7704 -33.5368 0 0 

12 0.8258 -19.3808 64.1449 42.9542 

13 1 1.6730 0 0 

14 0.7651 -27.1648 35.5088 9.16356 

15 0.7953 -28.5322 46.9632 14.3180 
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Figure 5.2 compares the voltage profiles of the network at the critical condition when 

the LCI index is incorporated in the VSCOPF model. The application of the index 

constraint VSCOPF result in negligible voltage profile improvement whilst the cost 

function model results in an overall increase in bus voltage magnitudes across the 

network. The profiles also follow a similar trajectory when compared to the standard 

OPF solution with no VSCOPF applied as it dictated by system characteristics (line 

impedances, generation location, voltage levels, etc). 

16 0.7649 -30.1312 20.045 10.3090 

17 0.7787 -38.0138 51.5450 33.2179 

18 0.6900 -39.4966 18.3271 5.15450 

19 0.6681 -44.6158 54.4086 19.4725 

20 0.7039 -43.3753 12.5999 4.00905 

21 0.9460 -40.6137 100.2264 64.1449 

22 1 -40.4836 0 0 

23 1 -27.6652 18.3271 9.1635 

24 0.9207 -34.600 49.8268 38.3724 

25 0.9250 -26.8546 0 0 

26 0.7979 -30.2130 20.045 13.1726 

27 1 -20.631 0 0 

28 0.6567 -23.8905 0 0 

29 0.8226 -29.5420 13.7453 5.15450 

30 0.7196 -37.9424 60.7086 10.8817 
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Figure 5.2 Voltage profile improvement of the system at the critical condition (IEEE 

30-bus system) 

The impact of the developed VSCOPF models on network stability margins are 

illustrated from the PV curves shown in figure 5.3 for bus 28. Including the proposed 

line index both as constraints and as a multiobjective formulation demonstrate an 

increase in the overall margins as higher maximum loadability (knee-point) is achieved 

and therefore voltage security is improved. This illustrates the effectiveness of both 

models in enhancing system security levels as a higher critical condition is reached 

and therefore the system is able to accommodate higher loading levels and remain 

stable. It can be seen that the cost function model has a larger impact in enhancing 

stability relative to the LCI constraint as the maximum loadability is raised to a value 
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of 3.59 pu compared to the 2.9 pu value for a standard OPF model yielding a 24.1% 

increase in the stability margins. 

Figure 5.3 Stability margin enhancement through VSCOPF implementation (IEEE 

30-bus system) 

The VSCOPF solutions also shows increased active power generation output (figure 

5.4) for both the constrained based and multi-objective approach, illustrating the 

additional re-dispatch required to improve system security. This also results in in an 

overall increase in system operating costs as imposing voltage security limits introduce 

an additional cost for maintaining secure system operation. Higher active power output 

from the generators is therefore required to maintain system stability and improve 

voltage security. The cost function model shows a slightly higher generation output 

when compared to the linear constraint model. Reactive power generation follows a 

similar trend (figure 5.5) as output also increases proportionately for both VSCOPF 

formulations to move the system away from the stressed condition. The constraint-

based approach illustrates a higher reactive power output when compared to the 

standard and multi-objective-based models. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of active power generation re-dispatch at the stressed 

condition (IEEE 30-bus system) 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of reactive generation re-dispatch at the stressed condition 

(IEEE 30-bus system) 

An overall increase the in the operating costs (objective function value) are seen when 

implementing both stability index constraints and objective function models as an 

additional cost is imposed for introducing voltage security in the OPF (table 5.2). This 

may be a function of the additional re-dispatching required to move the system away 

from the stressed condition. It can also be seen that implementation of the cost function 

approach imposes a higher cost when compared to the constraint-based approach. It 

can therefore be concluded that both proposed VSCOPF models can improve voltage 

security with the multi-objective approach exhibiting superior performance in stability 

margin and voltage profile improvement during stressed conditions. It should also be 

noted that implementing the LCI constraint offers reduced operating costs and lower 

system losses but exhibit reduced voltage security improvement.  
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Table 5.2 Fuel cost and system loss comparison of VSCOPF models (IEEE 30-bus 

system) 

 Standard 

OPF 

Constraint Constraint 

% 

Difference 

(Std OPF) 

Cost 

function 

Cost 

function 

% 

Difference 

(Std OPF) 

Fuel cost 

($/MW) 

2.636 ×

103 

2.6939 

× 103 

 2.196 % 2.7831 ×

103 

5.58 % 

Losses 

(MW) 

40.4968 38.5863 -4.717 % 41.2222 1.79 % 

 

Applying stability inequality constraints in the OPF offer flexibility in implementing 

the stability enhancement as weighting factors can be added to vary the overall stability 

threshold and cost of improving the stability margins. This is illustrated in figure 5.6. 

Lower weighting factors imposes higher voltage security limits which result in higher 

operating costs. Conversely, reducing levels of system security through higher 

weighting factor magnitudes reduce system operating costs but may increase risks of 

instability. The overall trend however is that imposing tighter voltage security 

thresholds results in improved stability performance but at higher operating costs. 

Inclusion of additional variables in the OPF to support voltage stability include 

reactive power resources (FACTs, condensers), DG contribution, demand response, 

etc., through the provision of control setpoints from the OPF solution may also impact 

voltage security costs depending on the cost of service. 
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Figure 5.6 Effect of voltage security level variation on system operating costs using 

weighting factors 

A comparison is made between the proposed and existing constraint based VSCOPF 

models utilising established line indices. Incorporating the 𝐿𝑚𝑛index as a constraint in 

the OPF offers similar improvements in implementing the VSCOPF solution as in the 

case of adding an LCI constraint. Figure 5.7 illustrates the overall voltage profile 

improvement across the system when utilising both indices. Enhanced voltage 

performance of the network during critical conditions is seen when applying both 

index based VSCOPF formulations. Figure 5.8 show the PV curves of the network for 

bus 28 when utilising the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 and LCI indices in the VSCOPF. Both models illustrate 

improved stability performance as higher knee point values are reached relative to the 

standard OPF solution. The figure also shows a higher stability margin reached when 

utilising the LCI index for the constraint based VSCOPF formulation indicating 

improved stability performance of 3.44% relative to the 𝐿𝑚𝑛 formulation. For the 

IEEE 30-bus test network, with the VSCOPF applied, the system is relieved from the 

stressed condition with the application of the cost function model being more effective 

in increasing the stability margins across the lines. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of existing and developed VSCOPF methods on voltage 

profile improvement at the critical condition 

 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of existing and developed VSCOPF methods on stability 

margin improvement 

To evaluate shunt admittance/susceptance and line charging effects on 

VSCOPF performance a case study was performed where line charging 

magnitude was varied across the lines in the network. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 

show the influence of shunt susceptance of various magnitudes on network 

performance including voltage profiles and line reactive injection. There is a 

proportional increase voltage magnitudes and reactive flows in the system with 

increasing susceptance indicating enhanced stability support. This in addition 
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to the index calculation procedure considering shunt branches incorporated in 

the VSCOPF model. The impact of accounting for shunt admittance parameters 

on VSCOPF performance are shown in figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. An overall 

reduction in the generation reactive power dispatch levels are seen across the 

units with increased line reactive injection. This further improves network 

performance as reduced reactive demand from generators enhance available 

reactive resource due to increased voltage support from line charging and 

branch admittances. A reduction in line losses is also inherent with increased 

line susceptance as localised reactive power provision reduces reactive power 

supply from remotely connected generation being transmitted which results in 

a reduction in the reactive loss. This further supports available loading margins 

and increased loadability as there is a reduced drop in system voltage in 

supplying demand at the critical condition and thus stability margins are further 

increased. Reduced line losses therefore indicate an improved stability 

performance of the lines in the presence of line charging. Susceptance 

parameters however have minimal impact on estimated line indices at the 

stressed condition and therefore do not significantly impact imposed 

constraints on the OPF solution procedure. 

 

Figure 5.9 Impact of increased shunt susceptance on line reactive injection 
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Figure 5.10 Impact of shunt susceptance magnitude on system voltage profile 

 

Figure 5.11 Impact of line shunt susceptance of reactive power generation dispatch 
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Figure 5.12 Impact of shunt susceptance magnitude on reactive power generation 

 

Figure 5.13 Impact of shunt susceptance magnitude on line losses 

5.3.2 IEEE 118 test network 

Similar the previous study, the proposed VSCOPF models are evaluated on a larger 

network, namely the IEEE 118-bus system. This model has been previously analysed 

to investigate its voltage stability performance using the developed LCI index. In this 

section the stability-constrained OPF is applied on the test network with results 

compared to the standard OPF solution at the critical condition. Figure 5.14 shows the 

overall voltage profiles of the system when the optimisation procedure is solved for 

the standard OPF and the VSCOPF models. As in the previous study, the voltage 

performance is improved when utilising both VSCOPF models indicating enhanced 
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stability performance during maximum loadability. The overall trend, similar to the 

IEEE 30-bus case, show higher profiles when utilising the multi-objective based 

VSCOPF. For the solution utilising the constraint-based model, a number of buses 

exceed the specified voltage magnitude limits (1.1 pu). This indicates reduced 

performance capability when compared to the cost function approach. Figures 5.15 

and 5.16 compare the active and reactive generation dispatch respectively at the critical 

condition. At the given loading level, the active power generation is seen to reach the 

specified generation limits (in the OPF model) and may therefore unable to guarantee 

the system is re-dispatched to a secure operating condition. In this regard, when the 

system is loaded to the critical operating point, the active power generation reaches its 

maximum capability.  

 

Figure 5.14 Voltage profile improvement of the system at the critical condition 

(IEEE 118-bus system) with generation limits imposed 
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of active power generation re-dispatch at the stressed 

condition (IEEE 118-bus system) with generation limits imposed 

 

Figure 5.16  Comparison of reactive power generation re-dispatch at the stressed 

condition (IEEE 118-bus system) with generation limits imposed 

To illustrate improvements in system performance when relaxing generation limits, 

figure 5.17 show the voltage profiles of the system with no generation limits imposed. 

In this scenario, both multi-objective and constraint-based models exhibit stable 

voltage performance with bus voltage magnitudes maintained within specified limits 

and at a higher level relative to the standard OPF solution. An overall increase in the 

active power generation for both the constraint and cost function models illustrate 

improved re-dispatching action when generation limits are removed (figure 5.18). The 
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reactive power dispatch of the cost function model is seen to significantly improve 

relative to the standard OPF and constraint models as additional MVAR injection in 

the system further enhance voltage stability performance (figure 5.19). In this scenario, 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is seen to increase from 1.5113 to 1.5563 pu for the cost function model relative 

to the standard OPF solution thereby increasing MW loadability. The multi-objective 

model, similar to the 30-bus case, also exhibit higher active (and reactive) power 

dispatch levels when compared to the constrained-based solution demonstrating 

increased effectiveness for maintaining a secure operating condition at critical 

loadability.  

Figure 5.17 Voltage profile improvement of the system at the critical condition 

(IEEE 118-bus system) with active and reactive power limits relaxed 

From the findings of this study, the multi-objective VSCOPF model can be regarded 

as superior to the linear constraint model in initiating preventive re-dispatching action 

to enhance system stability performance during stressed conditions as higher 

active/reactive generation dispatch levels are reached and improved voltage profiles 

are observed across the buses. It should also be noted that for large networks, the 

constrained-based model is less reliable in improving stability performance as 

insufficient re-dispatching action may occur which limit adequate margin 

improvement. Enhancing system generation capability (maximizing active and 

reactive generation limits in the system) by committing larger units may further 

improve system performance during critical loading conditions. This may be 

implemented through connecting large generators in the network or dispatching 
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additional generation during stressed conditions to maintain sufficient stability 

margins. Alternatively, preventive control action can be imposed through additional 

reactive resource devices (shunt capacitors, FACTs, condensers, etc.) which can be 

modelled in VSCOPF formulations to determine new control setpoints during stressed 

conditions and reduce the need to commit large synchronous generation for system 

strength provision. With the move towards increased transmission-distribution 

interaction and services, transmission operational limits (e.g. steady-state stability) can 

be further improved through DER-based reactive injection service provision which 

provide further localised support enhancing system performance and reducing losses. 

Figure 5.18 Comparison of active power generation re-dispatch at the stressed 

condition (IEEE 118-bus system) with generation limits relaxed 
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of reactive power generation re-dispatch at the stressed 

condition (IEEE 118-bus system) with generation limits relaxed 

5.4 Chapter summary and conclusions 

In this chapter, two voltage stability-constrained OPF solution procedures were 

proposed based on the previously developed line current index incorporated as a multi-

objective and inequality constraint formulation in the OPF. Simulation based studies 

demonstrate the developed models enhance system voltage performance through 

increased voltage profiles, higher active and reactive generation dispatch levels and 

improved stability margins and critical loadability at the stressed condition. This 

demonstrates the proposed solution procedure improves system security levels and 

alleviates voltage instability issues. The developed VSCOPF models are validated on 

the IEEE 30 bus and IEEE 118 bus test systems with results compared against standard 

optimal power flow and existing line index-based VSCOPF methods. Simulation 

results also demonstrate improved stability margin enhancement relative to existing 

VSCOPF models and a reduction in system losses when a constrained based VSCOPF 

procedure is implemented. The multi-objective model was found superior in 

improving system voltage performance and enhancing loading margins at critical 

loadability. Studies also show that with limited generation capability in the network, 

risks of voltage instability increase as a limited level of security margin improvement 

is achieved. Committing larger generation units with higher active and reactive 
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capability limits can further increase system security margins but at higher operating 

costs. 
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6. Conclusions and future work 
 

6.1 Summary  

 

With the increasing uptake of inverter interfaced distribution energy resources, 

continuous changes in power system behaviour have resulted in emerging challenges 

needing to be closely managed. Changing system strength in transmission and 

distribution networks have led to growing issues in maintaining network security and 

operation whilst facilitating timely DER connections. MV distribution networks have 

seen increasing fault level constrained regions and bottlenecks due to the growing 

penetration of DER which reduce available short circuit capacity headroom without 

costly network reinforcement. This has raised the requirement for online and active 

management of fault level constrained regions through measurement-based 

monitoring of network fault levels. In this research, enhancement to existing passive 

short circuit estimation can provide efficient, cost-effective means in managing fault 

levels and validating network models in poorly instrumented areas in MV networks 

utilising recursive least square parameter estimation.  

Declining system strength in transmission networks have also introduced several 

operational challenges including steady state stability that require additional 

preventive action to maintain networks within required security limits and reliability. 

In this thesis, steady-state voltage stability monitoring via static stability indices can 

provide effective means for online monitoring and identification of critical lines and 

weak buses of a given network. This research also focuses on the application of 

stability constrained OPF procedures to optimize generation dispatch and improve 

critical loadability  and available stability margins through constrained based and 

multiobjective VSCOPF. 

To this end, this thesis has presented a recursive least square-based passive fault 

current level estimation method based on a perturbation coefficient technique, an 

enhanced bus-based and line-based static stability index for steady state voltage 

stability monitoring and an enhanced VSCOPF procedure based on the incorporation 
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of an improved static line index as a multi-objective and constrained-based 

formulation. The performance of the proposed methods have been validated through 

simulation based studies utilising several realistic test networks with comparisons 

made against existing methods. The next section summarises the main conclusions and 

identifies additional areas for future work. 

6.2 Conclusion 

The contributions of the research reported in this thesis can be summarised in the 

following subsections discussed in detail 

6.2.1 Passive short circuit current monitoring utilising recursive 

least square estimation in MV distribution networks 

With the move towards measurement-based techniques for fault level management of 

distribution networks to support flexible connections and integration of DER, short 

circuit current monitoring has presented an effective means in monitoring and 

managing fault levels in constrained regions without immediate reinforcement of 

network infrastructure. A number of limitations have been outlined in the available 

literature including short comings in the statistical models adopted for effective short 

circuit parameter estimation. The application of ordinary least squares and frequency 

distribution histograms for short circuit monitoring may be inefficient for time 

sensitive applications as a large number of perturbation events are required to be 

collected and stored for analysis. Based on the identified challenges and shortcomings 

highlighted on existing methods, the following enhancements have been realised 

utilising the proposed approach 

• Utilising recursive least square methodologies enhances existing ordinary least 

square passive estimation processes as the sum of square of measurement 

errors are continuously and recursively minimised as additional perturbation 

events are collected with parameter estimates updated.  

• Improved modelling of a downstream load perturbation event irrespective of 

load type modelled as a net active power increment at a bus neglecting the 

active power loss from system voltage drops during a load increase with the 

approach derived from Jacobian and power flow methodologies.  
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• Separate resistance and reactance based RLS estimators allows effective 

means of deriving the overall short circuit impedance and current which 

reduces the absolute error of the short circuit current estimate. Errors were 

seen to be within ±3% for an unbalanced MV distribution network model for 

load events occurring at LV with voltage disturbances <1% of rated value. 

• Negligible error magnitudes have been observed for events located in close 

proximity to monitoring location, with errors increasing significantly for 

events occurring at locations greater than 400 m (28%) at LV. Distances larger 

than 400 m result in higher  active power losses which deteriorate the accuracy 

of the approach as active power loss at the assumed bus is neglected in the net 

active power increment model. This therefore illustrates a critical distance in 

which the accuracy of the approach may be compromised due to high voltage 

drops 

• Perturbation magnitudes of 1250 MW causing a 0.49% voltage change yielded 

errors up to 8.9%. This illustrates large load event changes yield increased 

estimation errors as the method neglect active power loss which may become 

significant for large load perturbation (higher load currents) and can be 

regarded as a limitation in the accuracy of the developed approach 

• Continuous reduction in the absolute error (and sum of square of errors) of the 

parameter estimates through recursive updating of impedance estimates (via 

gain vectors) for identified perturbation events addresses short comings of 

ordinary least square estimation methodologies and provides an enhanced 

passive estimation procedure 

6.2.2 Improved static bus-based and line-based voltage stability 

indices with enhanced accuracy  

Some of the major limitations of existing indices that have been highlighted in this 

thesis include 

• Two-bus equivalent model-based stability indices have predominantly 

neglected shunt susceptance parameters which may compromise the accuracy 

of exiting approaches. 
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• Limitations in the concepts utilised to derive transmission line stability indices 

may further be expanded through the application of impedance matching 

concepts which have been utilised in bus based index applications  

To overcome these shortcomings, a novel static line and bus-based stability index 

based on a full 𝜋 transmission line two-bus equivalent model considering shunt 

branch admittances utilising impedance matching concepts is developed. The 

proposed line index is based on the load current flowing in a line to the expected 

prevailing fault current level flowing the same line for a receiving end bus fault. 

The physical significance of the index shows that when the voltage drop across the 

line becomes equal in magnitude to the receiving end bus voltage then the stability 

limit is reached. Alternatively, this index can be expressed in terms of a bus 

stability index taken as the ratio of the sum of load current injection into a bus to 

the total expected fault current infeed into the same bus. Flexibility in defining and 

expressing both indices may provide additional enhancements in the stability 

assessment as the voltage stability condition of both lines and buses can be 

evaluated using the proposed indices. In comparison to existing line indices, the 

proposed approach has shown to identify critical lines at maximum loadability by 

reaching/exceeding the theoretical limit of 1 with existing approaches reaching 

values below the theoretical limit and hence misclassify instability conditions of 

lines in some cases. 

Limitations of the developed indices include high index values across the network 

during critical conditions which may misclassify stable lines as critical. This is 

seen for the IEEE 30 bus network case. The developed line based index is seen to 

perform well in larger node networks (IEEE 118 bus case) with index values in 

close proximity to existing line based methods. This generally indicates reduced 

performance capability for smaller networks relative to larger system models. 

Other limitations include  improved performance of the line based index relative 

to the BCI method as the instability condition is derived from the expected 

prevailing fault current flowing in the line and therefore increased inaccuracies are 

introduced when incorporating the BCI approach. 
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6.2.3 Enhanced line based VSCOPF procedure based on an 

improved static line index approach 

Based on previous evaluations of line based static indices and identified short 

comings, performance of VSCOPF models incorporating these indices may be less 

effective in enhancing system security and increasing stability margins during 

stressed system conditions. Previous indices have also neglected shunt susceptance 

parameters in calculated indices which impact index accuracy The development of 

constrained based and multi-objective VSCOPF solution procedures using the 

developed line index has shown to be effective in initiating preventive re-dispatch 

to maintain system security and increase system stability margins during critical 

conditions. Higher voltage profiles, improved critical loadability and higher active 

and reactive power generator injections were observed when implementing both 

solutions illustrating voltage security enhancement. The constrained based model 

has shown to cause a reduction in system losses with both formulations yielding 

higher operating costs for voltage security improvement. The multi-objective 

formulation was seen to be superior in enhancing stability performance relative to 

the constrained based model with an overall 24.1% increase in stability margins 

observed when compared to the standard OPF solution during critical loadability. 

In comparison to an existing established line based VSCOPF formulation, the 

developed approach was seen to yield an additional stability margin improvement 

of 3.44% 

6.3 Future work 

Based on the research reported in this thesis the following potential areas for future 

work are summarised in the following section which can advance and enhance 

performance of short circuit measurement methods, static voltage stability 

monitoring and optimisation. 

6.3.1 Enhancing technology readiness levels of the proposed passive 

fault level monitoring method 

The performance of the developed short circuit estimation method has been 

validated using simulation-based studies. The evaluation can be further advanced 

utilising laboratory-based experiments that can support addressing issues that may 
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hinder its deployment in MV distribution networks. Optioneering various 

measurement, data acquisition and communication technologies may identify the 

appropriate equipment for seamless substation integration. Assessment of power 

quality meters, phasor measurement units, distributed monitoring and protection 

relays may also assist in selection of appropriate specification in aspects relating 

to signal processing, processing and filtering requirements. 

The developed scheme may also be tested in MW scale environments such as 11kV 

test beds to benchmark performance against actual fault events collected in digital 

fault recorders. The application of resistive and inductive load banks may also 

demonstrate real-time estimation capability in realistic network conditions through 

the provision of artificial disturbances. Investigation and selection of suitable event 

source location and identification methods (ESLI) for discriminating between 

upstream and downstream perturbation events prior to estimation may also further 

method applicability. Investigation of various load types (constant impedance, 

constant current and constant power models) on method performance may further 

highlight practical limitations of the proposed method. Incorporation of additional 

fault infeed sources including downstream load infeed, motor contribution and DG 

converter technologies (fully rated, doubly fed) may further improve method 

accuracy. Expanding the developed fault level estimator for single phase 

estimation functionality in addition to upstream ½ cycle (10 ms) fault level 

estimates for both radialized and interconnected sections of a test network [23] as 

discussed in section 2.2.3. 

6.3.2 Developing a coordinated stability-constrained optimisation 

solution incorporating emerging reactive compensation models 

To further improve economic and technical performance of the proposed VSCOPF 

models, development and incorporation of emerging reactive compensation 

devices in the OPF model may provide coordinated and cost-effective 

enhancements in voltage security. The emergence of new reactive power service 

providers in reactive power markets including hybrid STATCOM-condenser 

technologies, aggregate DER reactive injection sources (at GSPs), synchronous 

compensators may be directly incorporated as inequality constraints in the 
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VSCOPF solution procedure. With voltage stability being a localised and regional 

issue, utilisation of reactive power sources in close proximity to weak points may 

improve operational performance (loss reduction) and reduction in operating costs. 

Advancements in optimisation algorithms may be utilised to improve 

computational efficiency and performance of VSCOPF solutions. In this work, 

mixed integer linear programming solvers were incorporated in the solution 

procedure, evaluation of conventional and emerging optimisation solvers for 

VSCOPF implementation may further enhance method performance. 

6.3.3 Application of measurement-based methodologies for static 

voltage stability assessment 

Based on the developed line-based and bus-based stability indices and the 

advancements of various monitoring technologies including phasor measurement 

units, index assessment using hybrid methodologies incorporating network model 

parameters and actual network measurements may further enhance accuracy. The 

utilisation of network measurements for system wide monitoring using state 

estimation may be exploited for static stability monitoring using the developed 

index. The proposed perturbation-coefficient equivalent impedance method 

reported in this research may be utilised in dynamic voltage stability applications 

through the development of a PMU-based bus stability index based on impedance 

matching instability condition identification.  
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